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3.0 THERMAL EVALUATION
This chapter identifies and describes the principal thermal design aspects of the 435-B package.
The 435-B package is used to transport radioactive sources in the Long Term Storage Shield (LTSS)
or shielded devices containing their sources. The evaluations presented in this chapter demonstrate
the compliance of the 435-B packagel as a Type B(U)-96 shipping container with the thermal
requirements of Title 10, Part 71 of the Code of Federal Regulations [1]. Further guidance for
the evaluation is taken from NUREG-1609 [2] and Regulatory Guide 7.8 [4].
Specifically, all package components are shown to remain within their respective temperature
limits under the normal conditions of transport (NCT). Further, per 10 CFR §71.43(g), the
maximum temperature of the accessible package surfaces is demonstrated to be less than 122 'F
for the maximum decay heat loading, an ambient temperature of 100 'F, and no insolation.
Finally, the 435-B package is shown to retain sufficient thermal protection following the HAC
free and puncture drop scenarios to maintain all package component temperatures within their
respective short term limits during the regulatory fire event and subsequent package cool-down.

3.1 Description of Thermal Design
The principal components of the 435-B package are illustrated in Figure 1.2-1 through Figure 1.2-5
of Section 1.0, GeneralInformation. The principal components are: 1) a lower body assembly (or
base), which includes a polyurethane foam filled impact limiter, 2) an upper body assembly (or
bell) that bolts to the base, 3) and two internal impact limiter assemblies. The packaging is
fabricated primarily of Type 304 austenitic stainless steel, polyurethane foam, and a small
amount of 6061 aluminum. See Section 1.0, GeneralInformation, for more detail.

3.1.1 Design Features
The primary heat transfer mechanisms within the 435-B packaging are conduction, convection,
and radiation. The principal heat transfer from the exterior of the packaging is via convection
and radiation to the ambient environment. The 435-B transport packaging incorporates several
thermal protection features intended to limit the peak package temperatures during the HAC fire
event. These thermal protection features include the following:
1) dual thermal shields over the cylindrical body shell,
2) a single thermal shield over the upper torispherical head,
3) the inclusion of a closure bolt enclosure structure (see Figure 1.2-4) that provides
distance separation and thermal protection for the closure bolt heads and upper surface of
the upper body flange from the ambient conditions,
4) an impact limiter that surrounds and encompasses the lower portion of the upper body
assembly as well as the package base, and
5) internal impact limiters that are configured to restrict heat flow between the payload and
the torispherical heads.
The term 'packaging' refers to the assembly of components necessary to ensure compliance with the regulatory
requirements, but does not include the payload. The term 'package' includes both the packaging components and
the payload.
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The side of the package is thermally protected from the high heat fluxes generated during the
HAC fire event via the use of dual thermal shields. The shields are located between the tube
sheet and approximately the location of the weld between the torispherical head and cylindrical
body shell. The dual thermal shield creates two thin, air-filled gaps between the cylindrical shell
of the package and the ambient using and two relatively thin stainless steel sheets. Figure 3.1-1
illustrates the layout of the dual shield arrangement. The inner sheet of the dual thermal shield is
0.060 inches thick and the outer sheet is 0.105 inches thick. The gaps are formed by a spiral wrap
of stainless steel wire, 0.105 inches in nominal diameter, wrapped on a 3-inch pitch and tack
welded in place. Small spacer strips at each end of the shield are welded in place to fully seal the
gaps. To further thermally isolate the package side from the hot ambient conditions, the outer
face of the cylindrical shell, both faces of the inner shield sheet, and the inside face of the outer
shield sheet are brightened to an ASTM A480 type 3 or 4 finish to lower the emissivity and
reduce heat transfer via radiation.
The upper torispherical head is covered by a similarly configured thermal shield, except that a
single 0.105 inches thick stainless steel sheet is used. Again, spiral wrapped 0.105 inches
diameter stainless steel wire on a 3-inch pitch is used to form the gap and the outer surface of the
V2-inch torispherical head and the inner face of the head thermal shield are brightened to lower
emissivity and reduce heat transfer via radiation.
Additional thermal protection is provided by the closure bolt enclosure structure depicted in
Figure 1.2-4 of Section 1.0, GeneralInformation. The enclosure provides approximately 11
inches of spatial separation between the closure bolt heads and upper surface of the upper body
flange from the ambient conditions. A rain shield prevents moisture from entering the individual
bolt access tubes, but also serves as a radiation and convection shield during the HAC fire event.
The integrity of the rain shield attachment was demonstrated from physical drop testing on the
certification test units (CTUs) of the 435-B package (see Appendix 2.12.3, CertificationTest
Results) where, despite intentional attempts to dislodge it, the rain shield remained attached and
functioning throughout the entire test program. The inclusion of blocks of 30 lb/ft3 polyurethane
foam between the individual bolt access tubes and 0.5 inches of refractory insulation paper
against the lower 8 inches of the cylindrical body shell provides further thermal protection.
Thermal and impact protection for the bottom and lower sides of the package is provided by the
external impact limiter which is integral with and permanently connected to the lower body
assembly. The 0.12 inches thick inner cylindrical shell of the impact limiter is welded to the
outer edge of the lower flange. The outer shell (tapered top, outer cylinder, and flat bottom) is ¼4

inches thick. The tapered top includes a short lead-in chamfer to guide the upper body assembly
into place. The outer cylindrical shell is 70 inches in diameter and approximately 21 inches tall
and features plastic melt-out plugs designed to relieve pressure generated by the thermal
decomposition of the polyurethane foam during theHAC fire event. The inside surface of the
bottom shell is covered with a 'A-inch thick layer of refractory insulation paper to reduce the
thermal decomposition of the underlying polyurethane foam during the HAC fire event. The
cavity of the limiter is filled with rigid, closed-cell polyurethane foam at a nominal density of 15
lb/ft3. The foam is poured in place.

Except for an approximately 0.30 inch gap between the head and the side thermal shields and a
3.5 inch diameter segment at the center of the upper torispherical head, the entire exterior surface
of the containment boundary is shielded from direct exposure to the HAC generated temperature
environment by the various thermal features described above. The lack of a thermal shield at the
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center of the upper torispherical head is partially offset by the presence of the upper body
assembly lifting boss which effectively increases the local thickness of the head to 2 inches with
an accompanying increase in the local thermal mass.
Heat transfer between the payload and the ends of the 435-B packaging is restricted by the
presence of the internal impact limiters located at each end of the payload cavity (see Figures
1.2-2 and 1.2-5 in Section 1.0, GeneralInformation). The array of 130, 2-inch diameter x 0.035inch wall thickness, ASTM A249 or A269, Type TP304 stainless steel tubes greatly restricts the
axial heat conduction between the payload and the torispherical heads via conduction. Likewise,
the presence of the spherically curved stabilizer sheet and the low view factor down the length of
the tubes effectively limits direct thermal radiation exchange between the torispherical heads and
the aluminum base sheet of the internal impact limiters. The flat side of the impact limiters is
made from a ½2-inch thick, ASTM B209, 6061-T651 aluminum plate. The base of the tubes are
anchored in shallow grooves machined into one side of the aluminum plate, while the other end
is stabilized by passing through a 0.105-inch thick stainless steel tube stabilizer sheet which is
spherically curved to match shape of the torispherical heads.
The void spaces within the packaging are filled with air nominally at 0 psig.
3.1.1.1 Design Features of LTSS Payload
The LTSS (Long Term Storage Shield) is one of the authorized payloads to be transported in the
435-B packaging. Figures 1.2-8 and 1.2-9, Section 1.0, GeneralInformation, provide an overview
and a cross-section view of the LTSS. The LTSS consists of a central steel magazine, or barrel,
surrounded by thick lead encased in a steel shell. All steel used in the LTSS is ASTM type 304
stainless steel. The barrel contains four longitudinal holes, each of which can accommodate one
drawer assembly. Each end of the LTSS is closed using a lead-filled, hinged door. Except for
minor exterior features, the LTSS exhibits quarter symmetry in the circumferential direction and
half symmetry in the axial direction.
The LTSS can contain two types of drawer assemblies, each approximately 21.5 inches long and
2.5 inches in diameter. The Large Source Drawer (see Figure 1.2-10, Section 1.0, General
Information) contains two end shields made of tungsten and a NLM-52 special form capsule
made of stainless steel. The NLM-52 special form capsule is available in five different lengths,
ranging from 74 mm to 325 mm. Each NLM-52 special form capsule may contain one or more
sealed sources taken from shielded devices such as industrial irradiators, medical equipment, or
research facilities. Other special form or non-special form capsules may be used that have the
same length, diameter, and at least as much radiation attenuation as the NLM-52 capsule series,
although the NLM 52 nomenclature is used elsewhere in this chapter for convenience. Typically
the sealed source capsules are loaded and welded in an argon gas environment. Air is assumed
to fill all other void volumes within the LTSS.
The other drawer type transported in the LTSS is the T80/T780. Like the Large Source Drawer,
the T80 and T780 drawers are approximately 21.5 inches long and 2.5 inches in diameter.
Instead of a special foam capsule, the T80/T780 drawers have a 1.1-inch diameter cross-drilled
hole at the center which accepts a sealed source capsule. The T80/T780 drawers are made of
brass with a wall thickness of 0.2 inches and an end thickness of 0.8 inches. For the T80 drawer,
the shielding on each side of the source is 9.2 inches of poured lead. For the T780 drawer, the
shielding may be lead, tungsten, or depleted uranium. If tungsten or depleted uranium is used,
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the shielding would be in the form of machined bars. The lead filled T80/780 drawers are
depicted in Figure 1.2-11, Section 1.0, GeneralInformation.
The position of the LTSS within the package payload cavity is maintained by the LTSS
lodgment. The LTSS lodgment, depicted in Figure 1.2-6, Section 1.0, GeneralInformation, is a
weldment made from ASTM B209, 6061 T651 aluminum alloy and is designed to support the
LTSS with its axis vertical and its lower end approximately 8 inches above the bottom surface of
the lodgment. The main structural components of the lodgment are 8 equally spaced 0.5-inch
thick ribs running longitudinally and two 0.5-inch thick circumferential ribs going around the
body of the LTSS. A "hub" made from 606 1-T6, 4-inch, schedule 40 pipe is used to anchor the
longitudinal ribs. Additional stiffening is provided by a number of 2 x 2 x ¼angles. The
lodgment is constructed with an upper and lower half that are connected via 8 clevises and bolts
in double shear. The base of the LTSS rests on a /2-inch thick plate covered with a '/2-inch thick
layer of neoprene rubber. Neoprene rubber is also used on the tapered edges of the lower ribs,
but there is nominally no contact between lodgment ribs and the LTSS.
3.1.1.2 Design Features of Shielded Device Payload
The second type of authorized payload to be transported in the 435-B packaging are the Group I
and 3 shielded devices. Shielded devices are units designed and manufactured to provide a safe
radiation source for industrial, medical, or research purposes. Each such device includes a sealed
source (or a group of sources), shielding lead, and a steel shell to surround the shielding material
and provide structure. Figures 1.2-12 to 1.2-16, Section 1.0, GeneralInformation, illustrate a
sampling of Group 1 and 3 shielded devices. Cabinets, stands, or unnecessary appurtenances
attached to the devices are not transported. Prior to loading, movable sources are placed in the
safe shipping position and the structural integrity is evaluated.
All Group I devices use Cs-137 as the radiation source and have a weight of approximately
3,300 lb. All of the devices are shielded with lead, which is contained within a thick steel shell
weldment. Group 3 devices are similar and have a maximum weight is approximately 2,650 lb.
While the general shape and size of devices in Group I and 3 are similar, the exact dimensions
and shapes are varied. For that reason, dunnage will be used to block and brace the device into
position within the inner container (IC). Acceptable blocking/dunnage materials are metallic
structures or polyurethane foam as defined in Section 7.1.2.2, Loading the Inner Container (IC)Ihto
the 435-B.

The IC is designed to hold and provide support for the shielded device and the blocking materials
during transport. It is depicted in Figure 1.2-7, Section 1.0, GeneralInformation. The IC is 59.5
inches tall and 42.75 inches in outer diameter, with an interior cavity of 36.0 inches in diameter
and 53.0 inches long. The IC is a weldment made from ASTM A240, Type 304 stainless steel.
The shell, the base, and the inner sheet of the lid are made from 1/4-inch thick material; the
bolting flanges, of 1/2-inch thick material; and the grid pattern of stiffening and energy
absorbing ribs on the outside are made from 3/16-inch thick material. The base structure is 4.0
inches thick and is stiffened by 8 ribs made from 1/4-inch thick material. The lid, attached using
bolts and nuts, is 2.5 inches deep, with three, 1/4-inch thick ribs and three threaded blocks near
the outer diameter for lifting the entire IC. The open space in the lid is filled with eight layers of
1/4-inch thick refractory insulation paper. The top of the lid is sealed with 16 GA (0.06-inch
thick) sheet metal.
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3.1.2 Content's Decay Heat
As discussed in Section 1.2.2, Contents, the contents within the LTSS and shielded device
payloads is limited by the isotope involved. The maximum decay heat loading in the LTSS is
limited to 200W, which is conservatively assumed to occur within one, minimum-size sealed
source located in one drawer (Large Source Drawer or T80/780 drawer) of the LTSS. This
maximum heat dissipation is associated with Co-60 source material, which deposits a significant
portion of its heat directly into the surrounding shielding material via gamma rays. A discussion
of the modeling of the gamma heating is provided in Section 3.5.3.2, LTSS and LTSS Lodgment
Thermal Model. The decay heat loading in the shielded devices is conservatively set at 30W,
which is approximately 150% of the heat generated by the maximum device activity stated in
Table 1.2-2. All of the heat dissipation for the shielded devices is conservatively assumed to
originate within the sealed source.

3.1.3 Summary Tables of Temperatures
Table 3.1-1 and Table 3.1-2 provide summaries of the package component temperatures with the
LTSS and shielded device payloads, respectively, under normal and accident conditions. The
temperatures for normal conditions are based on an analytical model of the 435-B package with
an ambient temperature of 100 'F and the 10 CFR §71.71(c)(1) prescribed insolation applied as a
diurnal loading (i.e., NCT Hot condition). The temperatures for accident conditions are based on
a transient simulation using an analytical model of a damaged 435-B package. The damage
conditions represent the worst-case hypothetical pre-fire damage predicted from a combination
of physical drop testing using full-scale CTUs and analytical structural evaluations.
The results for NCT conditions demonstrate that significant thermal margins exist for all package
components. Further, the NCT evaluations demonstrate that the accessible surface temperatures
will be below the maximum 122 'F permitted by 10 CFR §71.43(g) for non-exclusive use
shipment when transported in a 100 'F environment with no insolation (i.e., NCT Hot (no solar)
condition). The results for HAC conditions also demonstrate that the design of the 435-B
package provides sufficient thermal protection to yield component temperatures that are
significantly below the acceptable limits defined for each component. See Sections 3.2.2,
Component Specifications, Section 3.3, Thermal Evaluationfor Normal Conditions of Transport,
and Section 3.4, Thermal Evaluationfor HypotheticalAccident Conditions, for more discussion.

3.1.4 Summary Tables of Maximum Pressures
Table 3.1-3 presents a summary of the maximum pressures predicted under NCT and HAC
conditions. The 435-B package has a design maximum pressure of 25 psig (39.7 psia). Based on
an assumed fill gas temperature of 70 'F and one atmosphere, the maximum pressure rise under
NCT will be 2.3 psig, while the maximum pressure rise under HAC conditions will be 9.4 psig.
Based on the NCT pressure, the maximum normal operating pressure (MNOP) is set at a bounding
level of 5 psig. The maximum HAC pressure is conservatively assumed to be 10 psig.
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Table 3.1-1 - Maximum NCT and HAC Temperatures with LTSS Payload
Allowable Temperature, °F®

Location / Component

NCT, °F

HAC, °F®

Normal

Accident

Sealed Source Capsule'

882

905

1,100

1,100

NLM-52 Special Form Capsule

263

338

800

800

Large Source Drawer

218

295

800

800

LTSS Liner

190

270

800

800

LTSS Lead

185

265

620

620

LTSS Shell

176

257

800

800

Lodgment, Lower Half

157

449

400

1,100

Lodgment, Upper Half

152

396

400

1,100

Neoprene

157

346

200

500

Shell

152

1,156

800

1,300

Inner Thermal Shield

148

1,335

2,500

2,500

Outer Thermal Shield

148

1,421

2,500

2,500

Top Thermal Shield

192

1,437

2,500

2,500

Lower Internal Impact Limiter

155

250

400

1,100

Upper Internal Impact Limiter

164

1,050

400

1,100

Lower Torispherical Head

147

258

800

1,300

Upper Torispherical Head

183

1,269

800

1,300

Closure Seals

144

253

250

400

Vent Port Sealing Washer

144

256

250

400

151
132
151

N/A
N/A

1,474

300
300
800

N/A
N/A
2,500

Max. Accessible Surface without
Insolation

117®

-

122

N/A

Cask Cavity Bulk Gas

152

348

N/A

N/A

Impact Limiter
- Max. Foam
- Avg. Foam
- Shell

Notes: ( Results assume smallest source capsule (i.e., assumed 1.45" length x 0.72" diameter) dissipating
200 W in shortest NLM-52 special form capsule filled with argon gas.
Q Maximum temperature occurs for the narrow band at base of the side thermal shield. Bulk of
accessible surfaces are at a lower temperature.
( See Section 3.2.2, Component Specifications, for basis of listed temperature criterion.
® Listed peak HAC temperatures represent the maximum from two separate damage scenarios, see
Section 3.4.3, Ma'aximum Temperaturesand Pressure.
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Table 3.1-2 - Maximum NCT and HAC Temperatures with Shielded Device

Payload
Allowable Temperature, °F®
Location / Component

NCT, -F

HAC, -F

Normal

Accident

Sealed Source Capsule 0

471

499

1,100

1,100

SD Drawer

192

236

800

800

SD Liner

153

200

800

800

SD Lead

152

200

620

620

SD Shell

152

199

800

800

Foam Dunnage

152

392

300

435

IC

134

972

800

2,500

Shell

146

1,147

800

1,300

Inner Thermal Shield

142

1,309

2,500

2,500

Outer Thennal Shield

142

1,419

2,500

2,500

Top Thermal Shield

191

1,436

2,500

2,500

Lower Internal Impact Limiter

127

210

400

1,100

Upper Internal Impact Limiter

156

837

400

1,100

Lower Torispherical Head

129

242

800

1,300

Upper Torispherical Head

180

1,082

800

1,300

Closure Seals

129

234

250

400

Vent Port Sealing Washer

129

236

250

400

148
124
148

N/A
N/A
1,473

300
300
800

N/A
N/A
2,500

Max. Accessible Surface without
Insolation

1030

-

122

N/A

Cask Cavity Bulk Gas

134

338

N/A

N/A

Impact Limiter
- Max. Foam
- Avg. Foam
- Shell

Notes: @ Results assume smallest source capsule (i.e., assumed 1.7" length x 1.57" diameter) dissipating 30 W.
® Maximum temperature occurs for the narrow band at base of the side thermal shield. Bulk of
accessible surfaces are at a lower temperature.
0 See Section 3.2.2, Component Specifications, for basis of listed temperature criterion.
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Table 3.1-3 - Summary of Maximum Pressures
Condition

Cask Cavity Pressure

NCT

2.3 psi gauge

HAC - LTSS Payload

8.4 psi gauge

HAC - Device Payload

9.4 psi gauge

Internal Limiter

/

Support

End Closure

--

0.060" Inner Shield

0.105" Diameter
Stainless Steel
Wire

k

Figure 3.1-1: Dual Thermal Shield Layout
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3.2 Material Properties and Component Specifications
This section presents the thermal properties and specifications of the materials that affect heat
transfer within the 435-B packaging and the LTSS, the shielded devices, and their support
structures. Included are the gases (i.e., argon, and air) that may be present within the package and
the gas (air) external to the package. The thermal absorptivities and emissivities appropriate for
the package surface conditions for each thermal condition are identified.

3.2.1 Material Properties
The 435-B packaging is fabricated primarily of Type 304 austenitic stainless steel, polyurethane
foam, and a small amount of 6061 aluminum. The closure bolts are fabricated from ASTM 320,
Grade L43 alloy steel. ASTM 320, Grade L43 steel has approximately twice the thermal
conductivity of Type 304 stainless steel at temperatures up to 800'F, while the specific heats of
the two materials are similar at all temperature levels. The thermal model does not specifically
model either the bolt's material or the bolt geometry. Justification for this modeling approach is
provided in Appendix 3.5.3, Analytical Thermal Model.
The LTSS and shielded device payloads are fabricated primarily of Type 304 stainless steel and
lead with minor amounts of tungsten and brass. The LTSS lodgment is fabricated of 6061-T6
aluminum, while the IC is fabricated of Type 304 stainless steel and refractory paper insulation.
The shielded devices dunnage/blocking is assumed to be fabricated of polyurethane foam.
Table 3.2-1 presents the thermal properties of Type 304 stainless steel, 6061 aluminum,
QQ-L- 171 E Grade A or C lead, tungsten, and brass. Properties for temperatures between the
tabulated values are calculated via linear interpolation within the heat transfer code. The thermal
properties for Type 304 stainless steel and 6061 aluminum are taken from the ASME material
properties database [9] and the density is taken from an on-line materials database [8].
QQ-L-171E Grade A or C lead is 99.9% lead plus a small amount of copper (i.e., 0.04% to
0.08%) and other elements that are added for improved structural properties. The values listed in
Table 3.2-1 are for ASTM B29 copperized lead [15] which has the same chemical makeup as
QQ-L-171E Grade C lead. The nominal density for lead is 708 Ibm/ft3 [8].
The emissivity of 'as-received' Type 304 stainless steel has been measured as 0.25 to 0.28 [18],
while the emissivity of weathered Type 304 stainless steel has been measured as being between
0.36 to 0.44 [20]. An emissivity of 0.30 is assumed for the emittance from all non-brightened
interior stainless steel surfaces based on a slightly weathered surface condition. A slightly lower
emissivity of 0.25 is assumed for the mating surfaces at the closure seal due to the finer surface
finish applied and maintained in that region. The outer face of the upper torispherical head and
the cylindrical shell will receive a number 4 finish per ASTM A480, while both faces of the
inner shield sheet, and the inside face of the outer shield sheet will receive a number 3 finish.
The emissivity of a number 4 finish is 0.15, while the emissivity for a number 3 finish is 0.175
[21]. The emissivity of the outer faces of the package exposed to the ambient is 0.40 based on a
weathered surface [20]. The solar absorptivity of Type 304/304L stainless steel for temperatures
below 200'F is approximately 0.44 for the 'as-received' condition and 0.52 for the 'clean and
smooth' condition [19]. A conservative value of 0.52 is used for normal conditions of transport.
The aluminum surfaces of the LTSS lodgment are assumed to have an emissivity of 0.20 based
on an 'as-received' rough finish that has oxidized [19]. The emissivity for lead is not needed
3.2-1
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since the lead is assumed to be intimate contact with its surrounding surfaces and any radiative
heat transfer is captured by the value assumed for the surface-to-surface contact. The intimate
contact assumption reflects design experience that long term lead slump will yield an
insignificant gap at the lead interface even if an initial gap is created following the lead pour
process due to differential expansion.
Tungsten is used for shielding in the Large Source Drawers of the LTSS, while brass is used for the
sleeves of the T80/780 source drawer for the LTSS and the source drawer for the Gammacell-40
shielded device. Thermal properties for tungsten are taken from [16] and for UNS C36000 brass
from [8]. A temperature independent value for the thermal properties of brass is appropriate due to
the limited extent of the material and the fact that temperature dependant properties for the material
are not significant to the thermal results. Tungsten and brass are assumed to have emissivity
values of 0.11 and 0.30, respectively, based on oxidized surfaces [19].
The polyurethane foam used in the impact limiter, the closure bolt enclosure structure, and
dunnage/blocking for the shielded devices is based on a proprietary formulation that provides
predictable impact-absorption performance under dynamic loading, while also providing an
intumescent char layer that insulates and protects the underlying materials when exposed to HAC fire
conditions. The thermal properties under NCT conditions are obtained from the manufacturer's
website [5]. Because the website provides data at only a few specific densities and since the
thermal conductivity of the material is tied to its density, interpolation is used to arrive at the
listed material properties. Further, the manufacturing process for the poured in place foam can
yield densities that are +15% of the targeted value. As such, the calculation for 15 lbm/ft 3 (pcf)
foam used in the impact limiter addresses the properties associated with both the low and high
tolerance density foam (i.e., 12.75 and 17.25 pcf foam, see Table 3.2-2). Since the low tolerance
foam yields a lower thermal conductivity, it is assumed for NCT operations, while the higher
thermal conductivity of the high tolerance density foam is used for HAC evaluation to
conservatively bound the heat flow into the package. The same process is not required for the 30
pcf foam used in closure bolt enclosure structure since it is formed from blocks with essentially
zero deviation from the target density. The density of the dunnage/blocking foam used for the
shielded devices is not important to safety since the level of heat transfer through the material is
insignificant regardless of its density. The modeling assumes the properties of 15 pcf foam. The
performance of polyurethane foam under HAC conditions is addressed in Appendix 3.5.4, 'LastA-Foam' Response under HAC Conditions. The potential for increased cavity pressure due to
foam off-gassing addressed in Section 3.4.3.4, Maximum HAC Pressures,is conservatively based
on the maximum foam dunnage weight permitted.
The refractory paper insulation used at the base of the impact limiter, the closure bolt enclosure
structure, and the IC lid is a lightweight material processed from highly washed, spun, high
purity alumina silica fibers that are formed into a highly flexible sheet. The material is easy to
cut, wrap, or form, and it offers low thermal conductivity, low heat storage, and high heat
reflectance. The material is resilient with excellent compression recovery. The thermal
properties presented in Table 3.2-2 are based on the manufacturer's product brochure for
LyTherm® 1530-L [17].
The thermal properties for neoprene synthetic rubber are also presented in Table 3.2-2. The
properties, based on the Polymer Data Handbook [11], are assumed to be constant with
temperature. The density value assumed in the modeling is conservatively low for neoprene with
a 85 Duro hardness.
3.2-2
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The polyurethane foam and the LyTherm® refractory paper material have an assumed emissivity
of approximately 0.90 [19] based on a combination of the material type and surface roughness.
The same emissivity is assumed for the neoprene rubber.
The thermal properties for air, as derived from curve fits provided in [23], are presented in Table
3.2-3. Because the gas thermal conductivity varies significantly with temperature, the computer
model calculates the thermal conductivity between the package and the ambient as a function of
the mean film temperature. The calculation conservatively assumes argon as the backfill gas in
the NLM-52 special form capsule used in the Large Source Drawers of the LTSS. Those
properties, presented in Table 3.2-4, were also derived from curve fits provided in [23].

3.2.2 Component Specifications
The acceptance criteria for normal conditions is that the package components remain within their
respective thermal limits and that the 435-B packaging maintains containment for the payload.
Only a few materials used in the 435-B packaging are considered temperature sensitive. These are
the butyl rubber compound used for the containment boundary and vent/test port seals, the
polyurethane foam used in the impact limiters, and the 6061 -T6 aluminum used in the internal
impact limiters. The materials considered temperature sensitive for the payloads are the 6061 -T6
aluminum used for the LTSS lodgment, the lead used for the radiological shielding of the sealed
sources, the outer shell of the sealed sources, and the polyurethane foam used for dunnage/blocking
of the shielded devices. The other materials either have temperature limits above the maximum
expected temperatures or are not considered essential to the function of the package.
The butyl rubber compound used for the containment and vent/test port seals is fabricated from
Rainier Rubber compound R0405-70. Butyl rubber has a long term temperature range of at
least -40 'F to 250 'F and a short-term limit of 400 'F for 8 hours. See Section 2.12.5, Seal
Petformance Tests, for the basis of these temperature limits.
Below 250 'F the variation in the thermal properties with temperature for the proprietary
polyurethane foam are slight and reversible. While small variations in the foam properties will
occur between 250 and 500 'F, the observed changes in foam thermal conductivity, specific heat,
and density are so slight that the same thermal properties used for temperatures below 250 'F
may also be used to characterize the thermal performance of the foam between 250 and 500 'F.
For conservatism, a long-term limit of 300 'F is assumed for the foam. There is no short term
temperature limit for the foam used in the impact limiter as its decomposition under exposure to
high temperatures is part of its mechanism for providing thermal protection during the HAC fire
event. A short term temperature limit of 435 'F is assumed for foam used as dunnage/blocking
for the shielded devices within the IC. This temperature limit is conservatively below 500 'F
where significant weight loss due to thermal decomposition begins to occur for the material. A
detailed description of the foam's behavior under elevated temperatures is presented in Appendix
3.5.4, 'Last-A -Foam'Response Under HAC Conditions.

Aluminum has a melting point of approximately 1,100'F [8]; however for strength purposes the
normal operational temperature is limited to 400 'F based on structural strength considerations
for aluminum [9]. The limit under HAC conditions is 1,100 'F. Since the internal impact
limiters are fabricated from a combination of stainless steel and aluminum, the lower temperature
limits for aluminum are conservatively assumed as the allowable temperature for the internal
impact limiters.
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Type 304 stainless steel has a melting point above 2,500 'F [8], but in compliance with ASME
B&PV Code [10], its allowable temperature is limited to 800'F for structural components (e.g.,
the material's structural properties are relied on for loads postulated to occur in the respective
operating mode or accidental free drop condition). As such, the appropriate upper temperature
limit under normal conditions is 800 'F for stainless steel components that form the containment
boundary or are used in the payload support. An allowable short term temperature limit of
1,300 'F is used for the torispherical heads of the package's containment boundary based on
evaluations presented in Section 2.7.4.3, Stress Calculations. The same temperature limit will
conservatively bound the short term limit for the cylindrical shell of the package's containment
boundary. The IC does not have a structural role after the free drop. As such, the appropriate
short-term temperature limit is the melting point for stainless steel (2,500 'F). The upper limit
for all other stainless steel components is assumed to be 2,500 'F for both normal and accident
conditions.
Neoprene (polychloroprene) rub strips are attached to the LTSS lodgment via adhesive to
provide protection against fretting on the LTSS. Properties of neoprene related to its potential
thermal decomposition/combustion under elevated temperatures are as follows:
a) chemical formulation [11]: -[CH 2-Cl-C=CH-CH2 ]n-,
b) working temperature range [8]: -40 'F to 200 'F
c)oxygen index [12]: 32-35% at atmospheric pressure,
d) melting temperature: N/A - thermoset material
e) temperature for initial decomposition [14]: 500 'F
f) auto ignition temperature [12]: >700 'F in a 21% oxygen concentration environment
As a thermoset plastic, uncontrolled heating of neoprene will result in thermal decomposition
and not melting. The high oxygen index demonstrates why neoprene can't support combustion
without an external ignition source under normal atmospheric conditions. The typical adhesives
[13] used to bond the neoprene rub strips to consist of principally of solvents that outgas during
the curing process, while the non-volatile components consist of polymers, including
polychloroprene, and cure and vulcanization agents. As a result, the cured adhesive layer exhibits
properties similar to neoprene. Based on the above information, the appropriate temperature
range under normal conditions is -40 'F to 200 'F and 500 'F for accident conditions.
Maintaining the neoprene below 500 'F will prevent significant off-gassing and eliminate any
possibility for auto ignition of the material.
The temperature sensitive material for the payloads include the 6061-T6 aluminum used for the
LTSS lodgment, the lead used for the radiological shielding of the sealed sources, the outer shell of
the sealed sources and the polyurethane foam used for dunnage/blocking of the shielded devices.
The allowable temperature limits for the LTSS lodgment are the same as discussed for
aluminum. The QQ-L-171E lead used for payload shielding serves no structural purpose but
avoidance of lead melting is desirable because of possible shielding loss associated with the
movement of the lead within the cavity. As such, the temperature limitation for either normal or
accident conditions is the melting point for lead of approximately 620 'F [8].
The maximum allowable shell temperature for the source capsule is 1,100 'F (600 'C) [22]. The
maximum accessible outside surface temperature of the package shall be less than 122 'F in 100
'F air temperature and in the shade [1]. The minimum allowable service temperature for all
package components is below -40 'F.
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Table 3.2-1 - Thermal Properties of Metallic Materials (2 pages)

Material

Stainless Steel
Type 304

Aluminum
Type 6061-T6

Copperized Lead
(QQ-L-171E Grade
A or C)

Temperature
(OF)

Thermal
Conductivity
(Btu/hr-ft-°F)

Specific Heat
(Btu/Ibm-OF)

-40(

8.2

0.112

70
100

8.6
8.7

0.114
0.115

200

9.3

0.119

300

9.8

0.123

400

10.4

0.126

500
600

10.9
11.3

0.129
0.130

700

11.8

0.132

800

12.3

0.134

1000

13.1

0.135

1200

14.0

0.138

1400

14.9

0.141

1500

15.3

0.142

-40(

93.2

0.208

70

96.1

0.214

100

96.9

0.216

150

98.0

0.220

200
250

99.0
99.8

0.222
0.224

300

100.6

0.227

350

101.3

0.230

400

101.9

0.231

600(

104.3

0.236

-58

21.7

0.030

32

20.4

0.030

80.6
158
260.6

30.0
19.9
19.4

0.030
0.031
0.032

428

18.4

0.033

608

16.5

0.033

620.6

16.4

0.036

3.2-5

Density
(Ibm/inf)

0.289

0.0975

0.410
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Table 3.2-1 - Thermal Properties of Metallic Materials (2 pages)

Material
Tungsten

Temperature
(OF)

Thermal
Conductivity
(Btu/hr-ft-°F)

Specific Heat
(Btu/Ibm-°F)

80

100.5

0.032

260
620

91.9
79.2

0.033
0.034

980

72.2

0.035

66.5

0.091

Brass

Density
(Ibm/inf)
0.697

0.307

Note: 0 Properties values at indicated temperature based on linear extrapolation of other values

Table 3.2-2 - Thermal Properties of Non-Metallic Materials

Material

Temperature
(OF)

Thermal
Conductivity
(Btu/hr-ft-OF)

Specific Heat
(Btu/Ibm-OF)

0.0262
Polyurethane Foam

0.0213

17.25
0.353

0.0398

LyTnerm® Paper
Insulation

Neoprene

12.75
30

100

0.020

0.136

500
800

0.036
0.047

0.209
0.227

1300

0.069

0.245

1600

0.082

0.254

0.110

0.522

3.2-6

Density
(Ibm/ft 3)

7.5

76.8
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Table 3.2-3 - Thermal Properties of Air
Specific Heat
(Btu/Ibm-°F)

Dynamic
Viscosity
(Ibm /ft-hr)

Thermal
Conductivity
(Btu/hr-ft-°F)

-40

0.240

0.03673

0.0121

0

0.240

0.03953

0.0131

50

0.240

0.04288

0.0143

100

0.241

0.04607

0.0155

200

0.242

0.05207

0.0178

300

0.243

0.05764

0.0199

Temperature
(OF)

Density
(Ibm/inf3)0

400

Use Ideal

0.245

0.06286

0.0220

500

Gas Law w/

0.248

600

Molecular wt

0.251

0.06778
0.07242

0.0240
0.0259

0.253

0.07680

0.0278

800

0.256

0.08098

0.0297

900

0.259

0.08500

0.0315

1000

0.262

0.08887

0.0333

1200

0.269

0.09620

0.0366

1400

0.274

0.10306

0.0398

1500

0.277

0.10633

0.0412

700

28.966

Coef. Of
Exp.
(ORi)"

Prandtl
NThermal
Number"

Compute as
Pr = cpp / k

Compute as
I3
1/(°F+459.67)

=

Table Notes:
D Density computed from ideal gas law as p = PM/RT, where R= 1545.35 ft-lbf/lb-mole-R, T= temperature
in 'R, P= pressure in lbf/ft2, and M= molecular weight of air. For example, at 100 'F and atmospheric
(14.69*144 in2/ft2*28.966 lbm/lb-mole)/(1545.35*(100+459.67)) = 0.071
pressure of 14.691bf/in 2, p

lbm/ft3.
*J Prandtl number computed as Pr = cVi / k, where cp = specific heat, pi = dynamic viscosity, and k = thermal
conductivity. For example, at 100 'F, Pr = 0.241 *0.04607/0.0155 = 0.72.
* Coefficient of thermal expansion is computed as the inverse of the absolute temperature. For example, at
100 -F, 03= I/(100+459.67) = 0.00179.
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Table 3.2-4 - Thermal Properties of Argon
Y

Y

Dynamic
Viscosity
(Ibm /ft-hr)

Thermal
Conductivity
(Btu/hr-ft-*F)

-40

0.0444

0.0083

0

0.0480

0.0089

50

0.0524

0.0097

100

0.0566

0.0105

200

0.0645

0.0120

0.0718

0.0134

0.0788

0.0148

0.0853

0.0160

0.0914

0.0172

700

0.0972

0.0183

800

0.1028

0.0194

900

0.1081

0.0205

1000

0.1133

0.0215

1200

0.1230

0.0234

Temperature
(OF)

300
400
500
600

Density
3
(Ibm/inf )®

Use Ideal
Gas Law w/
Molecular wt =
39.948 g/mole

Specific Heat
(Btu/Ibm-°F)

0.124

Prandtl
Number"

Coef. Of
Thermal Exp.
(OR-W)"

Compute as
= 1/(°F+459.67)

Table Notes:
® Density computed from ideal gas law as p = PM/RT, where R= 1545.35 ft-lbf/lb-mole-R, T= temperature
in OR, P= pressure in lbf/ft2, and M= molecular weight of argon. For example, at 100 OF and atmospheric
pressure of 14.691bf/in2 , p = (14.69*144 in2/ft2 *39.948 Ibm/lb-mole)/(1545.35*(100+459.67)) = 0.098
Ibm/ft3 .
0 Prandtl number computed as Pr = cplI / k, where cp = specific heat, g = dynamic viscosity, and k = thermal
conductivity. For example, at 100 OF, Pr = 0.124*0.0566/0.0105 = 0.67.
( Coefficient of thermal expansion is computed as the inverse of the absolute temperature. For example, at
100 OF, 3 = 1/(100+459.67) = 0.00179.
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3.3 Thermal Evaluation for Normal Conditions of Transport
This section presents the thermal and gas generation evaluation of the 435-B package under
normal conditions of transport (NCT). The package and payload configurations are assumed to
be as described in Section 3.1, Description of Thermal Design. The thermal model used in the
evaluation is described in Appendix 3.5.3, Analytical Thermal Model, while the thermal
properties assumed for the various components are presented in Section 3.2.1, Material
Properties.These evaluations establish the thermal and gas safety basis required to assess
compliance with the IOCFR71 safety criteria [1] for the NCT Hot, NCTHot (no solar), and NCT
Cold conditions. The safety basis for the NCTHot ambient condition is evaluated using a
diurnal cycle for insolation.

3.3.1 Heat and Cold
The NCT thermal performance is determined using a 3-D thermal model of the 435-B package
and its enclosed LTSS and shielded device payloads. For the bounding LTSS payload, the
model provides a full height, 1800 representation of the system using approximately 32,600
thermal nodes, 11,000 solids, and 12,000 planar elements. The LTSS modeling conservatively
assumes that only one Large Source Drawer in the LTSS is loaded with isotope material
dissipating a maximum 200 W of decay heat. The temperatures and thermal gradients arising
from this loading condition will bound those associated with the other loading scenarios.
The NCT model for the shielded devices uses a quarter symmetry with approximately 20,000
thermal nodes, 5,300 solids, and 5,250 planar elements. A quarter symmetry model is used for
the evaluation of the shielded device since asymmetric heat loading is not a factor as it is for the
LTSS payload. The modeling for both payloads is developed for use with the Thermal Desktop®
[25] and SINDA/FLUINT [26] computer programs. Details of the thermal models and the
analysis methodology are provided in Appendix 3.5.3, Analytical Thermal Model.
3.3.1.1 Maximum Temperatures
LTSS Payload
Table 3.3-1 presents the predicted 435-B package temperatures under NCT conditions for the
transportation of the LTSS payload dissipating 200 W of decay heat. The analysis assumes the
package is backfilled with air at atmospheric pressure at the time of loading. The results
demonstrate that large thermal margins exist for all packaging and payload components. The
minimum thermal margin of 106'F (i.e., 250 - 144°F), occurs for the cask closure seals. The
large temperature rise between the special form capsule and the sealed source capsule in the
Large Source Drawer is due to the conservative assumption of the 200 W loading occurring
within a single, minimum size source capsule and no credit for direct contact between the source
capsule and special form capsule sides. The relatively low temperatures seen for the other LTSS
components reflects the effectiveness of the lead shielding to disperse the heat flux over the
entire volume of the LTSS. The relatively large ratio of surface area of the 435-B package to the
200 W heat loading allows the package to dissipate the heat loading to the ambient conditions
with only a small AT.
Per the discussion in Section 3.1.1. 1, Design Featuresof LTSS Payload,neoprene rubber is used
on the lower lodgment's support plate and rib edges. Since these surfaces are also in direct
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contact or close proximity with the LTSS payload, they also represent the hottest temperatures
achieved by the lower lodgment under NCT. As seen from Table 3.3-1, the peak temperature of
the neoprene rubber on these surfaces remains well below the allowable long term temperature
limit for neoprene for all NCT conditions.
Figure 3.3-1 presents the predicted temperature distribution within the 435-B package for the
NCT Hot condition and at the point in the diurnal insolation cycle where the solar heating on the
package reaches its maximum. It is clearly evident from the temperature distribution that the
majority of the temperature rise between the ambient and the source capsule occurs within the
Large Source Drawer of the LTSS (note, for purposes of enhancing the clarity of the displayed
temperature contours, the source capsule is not shown).
Since the use of the T80/780 drawer to house the sealed source capsule will result in a much
smaller gap between the source capsule and the drawer and eliminate the added resistance posed
by the presence of the NLM-52 special form capsule and the Large Source Drawer between the
ends of the source capsule and the LTSS liner, the results for the Large Source Drawer above
will bound those achieved with the T80/780 drawers regardless of whether lead, tungsten, or
depleted uranium is used for shielding.
Evaluation of the package for an ambient air temperature of 100 'F without insolation loads
demonstrates that the peak temperature for the accessible exterior surfaces of the packaging is
below the maximum 122 0 F permitted by 10 CFR §71.43(g) for non-exclusive use shipments. As
seen in Figure 3.3-2, the peak accessible surface temperature of I170 F occurs in a narrow band at
the base of the side thermal shields where the closeout welds provide a direct thermal path to the
package shell. Beyond this narrow region the accessible surface temperatures are significantly
lower.
Shielded Device Payload
Table 3.3-2 presents the predicted 435-B package temperatures under NCT conditions for the
transportation of a generic shielded device payload dissipating 30 W of decay heat. The analysis
assumes the package is backfilled with air at atmospheric pressure at the time of loading.
Figure 3.3-3 presents the predicted temperature distribution within the 435-B package for the
NCT Hot condition and at the point in the diurnal insolation cycle where the solar heating on the
package reaches its maximum. It is clearly evident from the temperature distribution that the
majority of the temperature rise between the ambient and the source capsule occurs very near the
source.
3.3.1.2 Minimum Temperatures
Table 3.3-1 presents the predicted package temperatures for the cold condition of transport
(i.e., -20 'F, no solar, consistent with Regulatory Guide 7.8 [4]) with the LTSS payload. Since a
portion of the heat transfer between the LTSS and the package shell is via radiation, the change
in the temperature gradient between adjacent components of the packaging is larger for the cold
ambient temperature versus the hot conditions. However, due to the relatively low decay heat
loading, the differences are relatively small and not thermally significant. Table 3.3-2 presents
the cold condition results for the generic shielded device.
The minimum package temperature achieved for either payload will occur with a zero decay heat
load and an ambient air temperature of-40 'F per 10 CFR §71.71(c)(2). The evaluation of this
steady-state thermal condition requires no formal thermal calculation since all package components
3.3-2
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will eventually achieve the -40 'F temperature. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, Component
Specifications,-40 'F is within the allowable operating temperature range for all package
components.

3.3.2 Maximum Normal Operating Pressure
The package cavity is assumed to be filled with air at atmospheric pressure following loading
procedure. None of the packaging components nor the LTSS or shielded devices contain
material that is expected to decompose or outgas under the predicted NCT thermal conditions.
As such, the pressurization of the package cavity will arise solely from ideal gas expansion.
The peak pressure developed within the package cavity under NCT conditions is estimated by
assuming that the bulk average gas temperature at the time of loading is 70 'F. Combining this
temperature with the predicted bulk gas temperature under the NCT Hot conditions and the ideal
gas law yields:
Cavity Pressure = 14.7psia (I52° F + 4600 F) -14.7 psia
(700 F + 4600 F)

Cavity Pressure = 2.3 psig

Based on this same approach, the NCT pressures for the other transport conditions and for the
shielded device payload are presented in Table 3.3-3. For conservatism, the maximum normal
operating pressure (MNOP) within the package cavity is set at a bounding level of 5 psig.
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Table 3.3-1 - NCT Temperatures for 435-B Packaging with LTSS Payload
Temperature (OF)

Allowable
NCT Hot NCT Cold Temperature"

Component

NCT Hot (No
Solar)

Sealed Source Capsule ®

877

882

852

1,100

Special Form Capsule

246

263

143

800

Large Source Drawer

201

218

95

800

LTSS Liner

172

190

61

800

LTSS Lead

167

185

56

620

LTSS Shell

159

176

*48

800

Lodgment, Lower Half

137

157

24

400

Lodgment, Upper Half

128

152

13

400

Neoprene

137

157

24

200

Shell

121

152

5

800

Inner Thermal Shield

117

148

0

2,500

Outer Thermal Shield

117

148

-1

2,500

Top Thermal Shield

112

192

-5

2,500

Lower Internal Impact Limiter

135

155

21

400

Upper Internal Impact Limiter

118

164

3

400

Lower Torispherical Head

126

147

8

800

Upper Torispherical Head

110

183

-7

800

Closure Seals

121

144

4

250

Vent Port Sealing Washer

120

144

3

250

Impact Limiter
- Max. Foam
- Avg. Foam
- Shell

126
110
118

151
132
151

8
-9
0

300
300
800

-

-

122

152

13

N/A

Max. Accessible Surface
Cask Cavity Bulk Gas

H17
128

Notes: ® Results assume smallest source capsule (i.e., assumed 1.45" length x 0.72" diameter)
dissipating 200 W in shortest special form capsule filled with argon gas.
O Maximum temperature occurs for the narrow band at the base of the side thermal shield. Bulk
of accessible surfaces are at a lower temperature.
(3) See Section 3.2.2, Component Specifications, for basis of listed temperature criterion.
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Table 3.3-2 - NCT Temperatures for 435-B Packaging with SD Payload
Temperature (OF)
NCT Hot
(No Solar)

Component
Sealed Source Capsule

Allowable
NCT Hot NCT Cold Temperature"

461

471

399

1,100

SD Drawer

176

192

71

800

SD Liner

136

153

24

800

SD Lead

136

152

24

620

SD Shell

135

152

23

800

Foam Dunnage

135

152

23

300

IC

111

134

-7

800

Shell

105

146

-14

800

Inner Thermal Shield

104

142

-16

2,500

Outer Thermal Shield

103

142

-16

2,500

Top Thermal Shield

101

191

-19

2,500

Lower Internal Impact Limiter

104

127

-15

400

Upper Internal Impact Limiter

101

156

-18

400

Lower Torispherical Head

103

129

-16

800

Upper Torispherical Head

101

180

-19

800

Closure Seals

103

129

-17

250

Vent Port Sealing Washer

103

129

-17

250

Impact Limiter
- Max. Foam
- Avg. Foam
- Shell

103
101
102

148
124
148

-16
-18
-17

300
300
800

Max. Accessible Surface

1030

-

Cask Cavity Bulk Gas

108

134

®

122
-10

N/A

Note: (D Results assume smallest source capsule (i.e., assumed 1.7" length x 1.57" diameter) dissipating
30 W.

O Maximum temperature occurs for the narrow band at the base of the side thermal shield. Bulk
of accessible surfaces are at a lower temperature.
( See Section 3.2.2, Component Specifications, for basis of listed temperature criterion.
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Table 3.3-3 - NCT Pressures for 435-B Packaging
Package Cavity Pressure
Condition
NCT Hot (No
Solar)

Shielded Device Payload

LTSS Payload
1.6 psi gauge
____________

1.1 psi gauge
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

NCT Hot

2.3 psi gauge

1.8 psi gauge

NCT Cold

-1.6 psi gauge

-2.2 psi gauge

3.3-6
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Ki

A

>258, 9
258, 9
249, 5
240. 1
230. 7
221. 3
211, 9
202. 5
193. 1
123. 7
174. 3
164. 9
155, 5
146. 1
136, 7
127. 2
117. 8
<117. 8

Tenoerature [F],

Time=

13Hr

Note: For display clarity, the source capsule temperatures are not shown in the figure

Figure 3.3-1 - NCT Temperature Distribution for LTSS Payload1

Temperature distribution shown at point of peak solar heating during 24 hour diurnal cycle on insolation
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Node

>117. 4
117. 4
116. 3
115. 3
114. 2
113, 2
112. 1
111. 1
110
109
107. 9
106, 9
105. 9
104, 8
103. 8
102. 7
101, 7
<101. 7

Temoeraturp

IF].

Time

=

0

hr

Figure 3.3-2 - Accessible Surface Temperature Distribution
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Node

>190. 7
190. 7
195, 6
180. 5
175. 4
170, 3
165. 3
160, 2
155. 1
150
144, 9
139, 9
134, 8
129. 7
124. 6
119.5
114.5
<114. 5

Temperature

[F],

Ti me = l3Hours

Note: For display clarity, the source capsule temperatures are not shown in the figure

2
Figure 3.3-3 - NCT Temperature Distribution for Generic Shielded Device

2

Temperature distribution shown at point of peak solar heating during 24 hour diurnal cycle on insolation
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3.4 Thermal Evaluation for Hypothetical Accident Conditions
This section presents the thermal evaluation of the 435-B package under the hypothetical
accident condition (HAG) specified in 10 CFR §71.73(c)(4). The evaluation is based on
modified versions of the analytical NCT thermal models for the 435-B package with the LTSS
and shielded device payloads. Appendix 3.5.3.6, Descriptionof Thermal Modelfor HAC

Conditions, presents a description of the modifications made to the NCT model to reflect the
HAC conditions.
Physical testing using prototypic full-scale certification test units (CTUs) is used to establish the
expected level of damage sustained by the 435-B package from the 10 CFR 71.73 prescribed free
and puncture drops preceding the HAC fire event. The configuration and initial conditions of the
test article, the test facilities and instrumentation used, and the test results are documented in
Section 2.12.3, CertificationTest Results. An overview of the test results, the rationale for
selecting the worst-case damage scenario, and the details of the thermal modeling used to
simulate the package conditions during the HAC fire event are provided in Appendix 3.5.3.6,
Descriptionof Thermal Modelfor HA C Conditions.

3.4.1 Initial Conditions
The initial conditions assumed for the package prior to the HAC event are described below in
terms of the modifications made to the NCT thermal model to simulate the assumed package
conditions prior to and during the HAC event. These thermal model modifications are:
*

simulated the expected damage arising from side or head down HAC free drops,
determined in Appendix 3.5.3.6, Descriptionof Thermal Model for HAC

Conditions,to represent the worst case damage, and added the associated
puncture drop damage,
* changed the package orientation from upright to horizontal to reflect the assumed
position of the package following an HAC accident event and since this
orientation maximizes the heat transfer between the shell of the package and the
payloads,
* added heat transfer to and from the base of the package to simulate a fully
engulfing fire event,
*

increased the emissivity of all external surfaces to 0.8 and the solar absorptivity to
0.9 to account for possible oxidation and/or soot accumulation on the surfaces,

*

increased the emissivity of the interior surface of the outer thermal shield from
0.175 to 0.225 to account for potential oxidization during the course of the HAC
event,

* removed 1.8 to 2.8 inches of foam from the exterior portions of the impact limiter
foam block and added heat transfer via radiation within the impact limiter
enclosures with an emissivity of 0.95 to account for the loss of polyurethane foam
from thermal decomposition. While this foam volume would be gradually lost over
the course of the 30-minute fire event, the modeling conservatively assumes this
foam volume is lost instantaneously at the start of the fire event.
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* assumed an initial temperature distribution equivalent to the package at steadystate conditions with a 100 OF ambient and no insolation. This assumption
complies with the requirement of 10 CFR §71.73(b).
Based on the CTU drop test results discussed in Section 2.12.3, CertificationTest Results, the
LTSS and shielded device payloads are predicted to remain intact and experience no significant
damage or re-positioning as a result of the drop events. Since the package geometry is essentially
axi-symmetrical, the thermal performance under HAC conditions is independent of the rotational
orientation of the package.

3.4.2 Fire Test Conditions
The fire test conditions analyzed to address the 10 CFR §71.73(c) requirements are as follows:
* The initial pre-fire ambient conditions are assumed to be 100°F ambient with no
insolation,
* At time = 0, a fully engulfing fire environment consisting of a 1,475°F ambient
with an effective emissivity of 1.0 is used to simulate the average flame
temperature of the hydrocarbon fuel/air fire event. The assumption of an average
flame emissivity coefficient of 1.0 conservatively bounds the minimum 0.9 flame
emissivity specified by 10 CFR Part 71.73(c)(4).
* The convection heat transfer coefficients between the package and the ambient
during the 30-minute fire event are based on an average gas velocity of 10 m/sec
[28]. Following the 30-minute fire event the convection coefficients are based on
still air.
•

The ambient condition of 100 'F with insolation is assumed following the 30minute fire event. A solar absorptivity of 0.9 is assumed for the exterior surfaces
to account for potential soot accumulation on the package surfaces.

The transient analysis is continued for 8 hours after the end of the 30-minute fire to capture the
peak package temperatures.

3.4.3 Maximum Temperatures and Pressure
3.4.3.1 Side Drop Damage with LTSS Payload
Table 3.4-1 presents the predicted peak temperature seen for the 435-B package with the LTSS
payload under the side drop damage HAC conditions. The side drop damage scenario is
predicted in Appendix 3.5.3.6, Description of Thermal Modelfor HAC Conditions,to yield the

worst case damage to the package components that thermally protects the closure seals and the
bottom portion of the package. As seen from the table, despite the damage sustained by the
package under this drop scenario the thermal protection features incorporated into the package
design limits the heat flux into the package resulting in significant thermal margins for all
package components.
The closure and vent/test port seals remain approximately 1507F below their maximum
allowable short-term temperature limit due to a combination of the thermal shielding provided by
the closure bolt enclosure structure and the amount of foam remaining. This temperature margin
is significant, especially given the conservative assumptions used to model the loss of the
3.4-2
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protective polyurethane foam. In addition, the peak temperature predicted for the vent/test port
seal assumes the worst case side drop impact limiter damage is assumed to align directly
opposite the port location.
The large thermal mass of the LTSS payload effectively limits the temperature rise of the LTSS
components during the fire event to approximately 100'F or less. The relatively cool mass of the
LTSS payload also limits the rise of the bulk average package cavity gas temperature (and, thus
the cavity pressure) to approximately 200 'F (i.e., a peak temperature of 345 'F). The lead used
for shielding in the LTSS remains well below its melting point.
Figure 3.4-1 and Figure 3.4-2 illustrate the temperature response profiles for selected package
components for the side drop damage scenario with the LTSS payload. Again, the low
temperature rise seen for the LTSS payload and closure seals over the HAC event demonstrates
the thermal protection afforded by the 435-B package design.
Figure 3.4-3 illustrates the temperature distribution within the 435-B package at the end of the
30-minute hypothetical fire. The fact that the high temperatures are limited to narrow regions on
the exterior of the packaging temperature distribution demonstrates the thermal protection
afforded to the package by the dual side thermal shields, the closure bolt enclosure structure, and
the polyurethane filled impact limiter. The location of the damaged segments of the packaging is
indicated by annotations in the figure. Although the modeling doesn't physically reflect the
geometry realignment to the package exterior caused by the side drop damage, the thermal
conductors used in the modeling have been modified to reflect the geometry realignment and
associated effects of the damage. These modeling changes include higher conductance between
the thermal shields to reflect potential contact from puncture bar damage, a narrowing of the air
gap between the thermal shields and the package shell at the damaged area, and the crush of the
polyurethane foam filled impact limiter and subsequent thermal decomposition Linder the HAC
generated temperatures. See Appendix 3.5.3.6, Description of Thermal Model for HAC
Conditions, for details of the HAC thermal modeling. The effect of the side crush on the loss of
foam depth in the impact limiter can be seen by comparing the depiction of the foam boundary
on the right and left sides of the figure.
Figure 3.4-4 depicts the package temperature distribution at 60 minutes (i.e., 30 minutes after the
end of the fire event) when the bulk average gas temperature in the package cavity is predicted to
reach its maximum. The exterior of the package has cooled dramatically by this point. The
moderating effect of the LTSS thermal mass on the bulk average gas temperature can be clearly
seen in the figure by its significantly lower temperature than its surrounding packaging
components.
The temperature distribution within the LTSS lodgment at the point where it reaches its peak
temperature is shown in Figure 3.4-5. The asymmetry of the temperature distribution is due to
the assumption that the package is on its side following the HAC drop events and there is direct
contact between the vertical ribs on one side of the lodgment and the package shell. The
localized effect of the postulated puncture bar damage to the package side thermal shield and
shell is clearly seen in the figure. See Appendix 3.5.3.6, Description of Thermal Model for HAC
Conditions,for details of the puncture bar damage modeling. As seen from Table 3.4-1 and
Figure 3.4-5, the neoprene rubber used on the lower lodgment's support plate and rib edges
remains well below the allowable short term temperature limit for neoprene of 500'F for HAC.
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As such, no contribution to package cavity pressurization will occur from material out-gassing
nor is there any danger of auto ignition of the material.
The results presented above also demonstrate that inclusion of insolation effects prior to the fire
has no affect on the safety basis of the design. The low thermal mass of the package effectively
mitigates the HAC impact of higher initial component temperatures due to insolation. As seen
from Table 3.3-1, consideration of the maximum insolation loading would raise the interior
package component temperatures by approximately 20'F above the initial condition assumed by
the HAC evaluation (i.e., steady-state conditions with a 100 'F ambient and no insolation).
While the exterior components, such as the thermal shield and package shell temperatures,
exhibit a 30 to 80'F temperature difference between the two conditions, the thermal response
curves presented in Figure 3.4-1 demonstrate that the fire condition will recover this temperature
difference for the outer components within less than a minute of fire exposure. Further, since all
interior package components exhibit thermal margins of 150°F or more, the inclusion of
insolation effects prior to the fire event would not impact the safety basis for the design. This
same conclusion holds for the head down damage scenario and for the configuration of the
435-B packaging with the shielded device payload.
3.4.3.2 Head Down Drop Damage with LTSS Payload
Table 3.4-2 presents the predicted peak temperature for the 435-B package with a LTSS payload
under the head down drop HAC conditions. The head down damage scenario was selected for
analysis (see Appendix 3.5.3.6, Descriptionof Thermal Modelfor HAC Conditions)because of
the resulting damage to the torispherical head and its protective top shield. As seen, except for
the higher temperatures seen for the top torispherical head, the remaining peak package
temperatures are similar to those seen for the side drop damage scenario. This is partially due to
the fact that both damage scenarios assume that the package ends up on its side, but mostly
reflects the thermal protection afforded by the package design despite the damage scenario.
Figure 3.4-6 and Figure 3.4-7 illustrate the temperature response profiles for selected package
components for the head down drop damage scenario with the LTSS payload. The temperature
trends are similar to those seen for the side drop damage scenario. Figure 3.4-8 illustrates the
temperature distribution within the 435-B package at the end of the 30-minute hypothetical fire.
Figure 3.4-9 illustrates the temperature distribution across the torispherical head at the end of the
30-minute hypothetical fire. The localized effect of the simulated puncture bar impact to the
head is clearly seen in the figure. See Appendix 3.5.3.6, Description of Thermal Modelfor HAC
Conditions,for details of the puncture bar damage modeling.
3.4.3.3 Side Drop Damage with Shielded Device Payload
The thermal performance of the 435-B packaging with the shielded device payload under HAC
conditions is bounded by those achieved for the LTSS payload due to the higher decay loading of
the LTSS payload. This bounding assumption applies to both the head down and the side drop
damage scenarios. Further, as seen by the results for the LTSS payload, the side drop damage
scenario results in the highest payload component temperatures over those achieved under the
head down drop damage. As such, a separate analysis for the head down drop damage with the
shielded device payload is not required to establish either the peak packaging or the peak
shielded device payload temperatures under HAC.
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However, a separate HAC evaluation for the shielded device payload configuration is conducted
to establish the expected peak shielded device payload component temperatures. A principal
objective of this analysis is to ensure that if foam dunnage is used in the packaging, its
temperature will remain below its thermal decomposition point during the fire event. The
modeling is conducted using the same packaging model as used for the LTSS HAC side drop
damage evaluation, except that a quarter symmetry representation of the package is used. This
level of modeling will produce conservative results since it effectively over-predicts the impact
of the concentrated drop damage.
Table 3.4-3 presents the predicted peak temperature seen for the 435-B package with the
shielded device payload under the side drop damage HAC conditions. As expected, the results
for the 435-B packaging components are essentially the same as seen for the LTSS payload. The
results for the shielded device components show that all remain within their associated short term
temperature limits. In particular, the foam dunnage temperature remains below 435 'F, which is
conservatively below 500 'F where significant weight loss due to thermal decomposition begins
to occur for the material (see Appendix 3.5.4, 'Last-A-Foam 'Response under HAC Conditions)

and well below the 570 to 670 'F level where the bulk of the thermal decomposition occurs. As
such, thermal decomposition of the foam will not contribute to any significant package
pressurization.
As with the LTSS payload, the results presented for the shielded device payload configuration
also demonstrate that inclusion of insolation effects prior to the fire would have no affect on the
safety basis of the design. The results in Table 3.3-2 indicate consideration of the maximum
insolation loading for the pre-fire condition would raise the initial internal component
temperatures by approximately 20'F above the initial condition assumed by the HAC evaluation
(i.e., steady-state conditions with a 100 'F ambient and no insolation). Since, as seen from Table
3.4-3, all package components exhibit thermal margins greater than 20'F, the inclusion of
insolation effects prior to the fire would not result in peak HAC temperatures that would violate
the safety basis of the design. Figure 3.4-10 illustrates the temperature response profiles for
selected payload components for the side drop damage scenario with the shielded device
payload. The thermal response for the 435-B packaging components are similar to those
depicted in Figure 3.4-1. Figure 3.4-11 illustrates the temperature distribution within the 435-B
package at the 46-minute point in the fire event (i.e., when the foam dunnage is predicted to
reach its maximum temperature point). As seen from the figure, the combination of the IC and
the foam dunnage effectively thermally isolates the shielded device from the HAC heat flux.
The temperature distribution within the IC at the end of the 30-minute fire and at the point where
the cylindrical shell of the IC reaches its peak temperature is shown in Figure 3.4-12. The
asymmetry of the temperature distribution is due to the assumption that the package is on its side
following the HAC drop events and there is direct contact between the vertical ribs on one side
of the IC and the package shell. The localized effect of the postulated puncture bar damage to
the package side thermal shield and shell is clearly seen in the figure wherein a short-term peak
temperature of 972 'F is achieved for a short section of a the IC's rib. The majority of the IC
remains well below its long-term temperature limit of 800 'F. The peak and average temperature
of the IC's cylindrical shell at the end of the 30-minute fire is 374 'F and 177 'F, respectively.
The IC's cylindrical shell peak temperature of 432 'F is achieved after 43 minutes when the
associated average of the cylindrical shell is 239 'F.
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3.4.3.4 Maximum HAC Pressures
LTSS PayloadCase

Under the HAC condition, the maximum peak bulk average gas temperature achieved during the
HAC transient for the LTSS payload case is 348 OF. Based on an assumed backfill gas
temperature of 70 OF, the predicted maximum pressure within the cask cavity in the LTSS case
(without considering maximum insolation prior to the fire) is computed to be:
Cavity Pressure = 14.7psia (348 0 F + 4600 F) -14.7 psia
(70° F + 4600 F)
Cavity Pressure = 7.7 psig

Based on Table 3.3-1, assuming the maximum insolation loading prior to the fire could raise the
peak bulk average gas temperature for the LTSS payload by approximately 24 OF above the
initial condition assumed by the HAC evaluation (i.e., steady-state conditions with a 100 OF
ambient and no insolation). The associated cavity pressure would increase to approximately 8.4
psig.
Shielded Device Payload Case
For the shielded device payloads, the only content material with any potential for off-gassing at
the temperatures reached under HAC is the polyurethane foam dunnage that may be used with
the shielded device payload. Foam decomposition evaluations using TGA (ThermoGravimetric
Analysis) indicate a slight off-gassing will begin at foam temperatures above 325 OF. Based on
the TGA curves [6], this initial off-gassing is limited to approximately a 2% weight loss for a
temperature rise from 325 to 435 OF. Interpolating this curve yields a 0.45% weight loss for foam
between 325 and 350 OF, 0.9 1%weight loss for foam between 325 and 375 OF, and 1.4% weight
loss for foam between 325 and 400 OF.
A mass weighted averaging of the foam dunnage model used for the shielded device payload
demonstrates that 3% of the total foam mass reached a temperature range of 325 to 350 OF during
the HAC transient, 0.52% reached a temperature range of 350 to 375 OF, and 0.05% of the total
foam mass reached a temperature range of 375 to 400 OF. The bulk average temperature of the
foam dunnage remained below 180 OF throughout the HAC transient. Given a maximum foam
dunnage weight of 500 lb (Section 7.1.2.2, Loading the Inner Container (IC) into the 435-B) and
the interpolated weight loss factors above, the maximum gas generation will be 500 lb x (0.03 x
0.0045 + 0.0052 x 0.0091 + 0.0005 x 0.0 14) = 0.095 lb. This weight loss occurs in the form of

water vapor and/or the gas used for the foam blowing agent. As such, 0.095 lb of out gassing is
equivalent to a maximum of 2.4 g-moles of gas generation, based on a molecular weight for
water vapor of 18 g/g-mole. A lesser amount of gas generation would occur if the out gassing is
in the form of the higher molecular weight foam blowing agent.
The interior volume of the containment is 106,238 in3 [29]. The displacement volume of both
internal impact limiters is 2,012 in3 (assuming 72 lb of aluminum and 79 lb of Type 304 stainless
steel for each limiter and densities from Section 2.2.1, MaterialPropertiesand Specifications).

The displacement volume of the IC is 3,969 in3 (assuming 1,160 lb of Type 304 stainless steel),
and the volume within the IC, which has an inner diameter of 36 inches and is 53 inches long, is
53,947 in3 . For conservatism, the entire internal volume of the IC is assumed to be filled by
either foam or the payload for the purposes of the pressure calculation.
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The minimum net void volume within the package is therefore:

106,238 in3 - 2,012 in3 - 3,969 in3 -53,947 in3 = 46,310 in3 (758.9 liters).
The minimum quantity of air required to fill the package's payload cavity to a pressure of I
atmosphere at 70 OF (294 K) is determined via:
g-moles fill gas = Press * Volume / [0.08206 L-atm/(g-mole-K) * T(K) * 14.7 psia/L-atm]
= 14.7 * 758.9 /[0.08206 * 294 K * 14.7]

= 31.5 g-moles
Since the rise in the dunnage foam temperatures lag the peak bulk average cavity gas
temperature, the actual peak foam off-gassing will not occur until over 90 minutes after the
cavity gas temperature peaks. This fact, illustrated in Figure 3.4-13, results in a lower ideal gas
expansion effect and a lower associated cavity pressure. The peak cavity pressure achieved
under the HAC transient for the shielded device payload (without considering maximum
insolation prior to the fire) is predicted to be 8.1 psig. This estimated pressure rise is conservative
for the following reasons:
1) it is based on the maximum foam dunnage weight
2) it assumes a conservatively low void volume available to absorb the generated out-gas
3) it assumes the out-gas is entirely water vapor. Credit for at least a portion of the gas being
CO 2 (i.e., the blowing agent) would raise the molecular weight from 18 to 44 and lower
the quantity of gas generated
4) it ignores the potential for any generated water vapor to quickly re-condense on those
surfaces of the IC and internal impact limiters that remain below 212 OF and, therefore,
not contribute to an added pressure rise in the package cavity.
If maximum insolation prior to the fire event is considered, the amount of foam that reaches a
temperature range of 325 to 350 °F during the HAC transient would be 3.9% of the total mass;
the amount that reaches a range of 350 to 375 °F would be 1.26%; and only 0.3% would reach a
temperature in excess of 375 °F. Based on the same interpolated weight loss factors discussed
above, the maximum gas generation will be 500 lb x (0.039 x 0.0045 + 0.0126 x 0.0091 + 0.003
x 0.0 14) = 0.166 lb. This weight loss occurs in the form of water vapor and/or the gas used for
the foam blowing agent. As such, 0.166 lb of out gassing is equivalent to a maximum of 4.2
g-moles of gas generation, based on a molecular weight for water vapor of 18 g/g-mole. The
associated peak cavity pressure achieved due a combination of a higher out-gassing and higher
bulk average gas temperature would then be 9.4 psig.
For conservatism, a peak HAC pressure of 10 psig is used for either payload configuration.

3.4.4 Maximum Thermal Stresses
The maximum thermal stresses under the HAC condition are addressed in Section 2.7.4,
Thermal.
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Table 3.4-1 - HAC Temperatures for Side Drop Damage with LTSS
Temperature (°F)
Post-fire
Peak
Steady State

Component

End of
Fire

Sealed Source Capsule'

877.

905

887

1,100

Special Form Capsule

246

338

282

800

Large Source Drawer

201

295

238

800

LTSS Liner

176

270

210

800

LTSS Lead

176

265

205

620

LTSS Shell

180

257

197

800

Lodgment, Lower Half

445

449

177

1,100

Lodgment, Upper Half

306

396

167

1,100

Neoprene

304

346

177

500

Shell

1,127

1,127

170

1,300

Inner Thermal Shield

1,323

1,323

167

2,500

Outer Thermal Shield

1,420

1,420

166

2,500

Top Thermal Shield

1,437

1,437

152

2,500

Lower Internal Impact Limiter

167

250

175

1,100

Upper Internal Impact Limiter

891

891

154

1,100

Lower Torispherical Head

240

258

168

1,300

Upper Torispherical Head

1,083

1,083

149

1,300

Closure Seals

148

253

166

400

Vent Port Sealing Washer

163

256

166

400

Impact Limiter
- Max. Foam
- Avg. Foam
- Shell

N/A
N/A
1,474

N/A
N/A
1,474

N/A
N/A
164

N/A
N/A
2,500

Cask Cavity Bulk Gas

298

345

167

N/A

Allowable®

Notes: (DResults assume smallest source capsule dissipating 200 W in shortest special form capsule filled
with argon gas.
) See Section 3.2.2, Component Specifications, for basis of listed temperature criterion.
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Table 3.4-2 - HAC Temperatures for Head Down Drop Damage with LTSS
Temperature (*F)
Post-fire
Peak
Steady State

Component

End of
Fire

Allowable"

Sealed Source Capsule'

877

903

887

1,100

Special Form Capsule

246

336

283

800

Large Source Drawer

201

294

239

800

LTSS Liner

176

268

211

800

LTSS Lead

174

264

206

620

LTSS Shell

177

255

198

800

Lodgment, Lower Half

319

370

179

1,100

Lodgment, Upper Half

304

395

168

1,100

Neoprene

237

309

179

500

Shell

1,156

1,156

172

1,300

Inner Thermal Shield

1,335

1,335

168

2,500

Outer Thermal Shield

1,421

1,421

167

2,500

Top Thermal Shield

1,430

1,430

149

2,500

Lower Internal Impact Limiter

157

244

177

1,100

Upper Internal Impact Limiter

1040

1,050

153

1,100

Lower Torispherical Head

236

254

174

1,300

Upper Torispherical Head

1,268

1,269

145

1,300

Closure Seals

148

251

168

400

Vent Port Sealing Washer

161

250

168

400

Impact Limiter
- Max. Foam
- Avg. Foam
- Shell

N/A
N/A
1,474

N/A
N/A
1,474

N/A
N/A
166

N/A
N/A
2,500

Cask Cavity Bulk Gas

308

348

168

N/A

Notes: (D Results assume smallest source capsule dissipating 200 W in shortest special form capsule filled
with argon gas.
0 See Section 3.2.2, Component Specifications, for basis of listed temperature criterion.
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Figure 3.4-7 - LTSS HAC Temperature Response - Head Down Drop
Damage
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Table 3.4-3 - HAC Temperatures for Side Drop Damage with Shielded
Device
Temperature (fF)
Post-fire
Peak
Steady State

Component

End of
Fire

Sealed Source Capsule'
SD Drawer
SD Liner
SD Lead
SD Shell

461
176
137
136
136

499
236
200
200
199

487
217
179
178
178

1,100
800
800
620
800

Foam Dunnage

339

392

178

435

IC

972

972

158

2,500

Shell

1,147

1,147

154

1,300

Inner Thermal Shield

1,309

1,309

153

2,500

Outer Thermal Shield
Top Thermal Shield
Lower Internal Impact
Limiter

1,419
1,436
115

1,419
1,436
210

153
144
149

2,500
2,500
1,100

Upper Internal Impact
Limiter

837

837

142

1,100

Lower Torispherical Head

225

242

149

1,300

Upper Torispherical Head
Closure Seals
Vent Port Sealing Washer
Impact Limiter

1,081
130
145

1,082
234
236

141
150
149

1,300
400
400

- Max. Foam
- Avg. Foam
- Shell

N/A
N/A
1,473

N/A
N/A
1,473

N/A
N/A
151

N/A
N/A
2,500

276

338

152

N/A

Cask Cavity Bulk Gas

Allowable'

Notes: (D Results assume smallest source capsule (i.e., assumed 1.7" length x 1.57" diameter) dissipating
30 W.
Q See Section 3.2.2, Component Specifications, for basis of listed temperature criterion.
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Figure 3.4-10 - Shielded Device HAC Temperature Response - Side Drop
Damage
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3.5.2 Computer Analysis Results
Due to the size and number of the output files associated with each analyzed condition, results
from the computer analysis are provided on a CD-ROM.

3.5.3 Analytical Thermal Model
This section presents details of the thermal modeling used to simulate the 435-B packaging and
its authorized payloads. The analytical model is developed for use with the Thermal Desktop®
[25] and SINDA/FLUINT [26] computer programs. These programs work together to provide
the functions needed to build, exercise, and post-process a thermal model. The codes are
validated for generating safety basis calculations for nuclear related projects [27] and have been
used for numerous other safety evaluations.
The Thermal Desktop® computer program provides graphical input and output display functions,
as well as computing the thermal mass, conduction, and radiation exchange conductors for the
defined geometry and thermal/optical properties. Thermal Desktop® is designed to run as an
application module within the AutoCADTM design software. As such, all of the CAD tools
available for generating geometry within AutoCADTM can be used for generating a thermal
model. In addition, the use of the AutoCADTM layers tool presents a convenient means of
segregating the thermal model into its various elements.
The SFNDA/FLUINT computer program is a general purpose code that handles problems defined
in finite difference (i.e., lumped parameter) and/or finite element terms and can be used to
compute the steady-state and transient behavior of the modeled system. Although the code can
be used to solve any physical problem governed by diffusion-type equations, specialized
functions used to address the physics of heat transfer and fluid flow make the code primarily a
thermal code.
Together, the Thermal Desktop® and SINDA/FLUINT codes provide the capability to simulate
steady-state and transient temperatures using temperature dependent material properties and heat
transfer via conduction, convection, and radiation. Complex algorithms may be programmed
into the solution process for the purposes of computing heat transfer coefficients as a function of
the local geometry, gas thermal properties as a function of species content, temperature, and
pressure.
3.5.3.1 Description of 435-B Packaging Thermal Model for NCT Conditions
The 435-B packaging is represented by a 3-dimensional, half symmetry thermal model for the

NCT evaluations. This modeling choice captures the full height of the packaging components
and allows the incorporation of the varying insolation loads that will occur along the length of
the package, the various degrees of symmetry within the payload, and the non-symmetry of the
HAC free drop damage. The various packaging components are defined using a combination of
planar and solid elements. Program features within the Thermal Desktop® computer program
automatically compute the various areas, lengths, thermal conductors, and view factors involved
in determining the individual elements that make up the thermal model of the complete
assembly.
Figure 3.5-1 to Figure 3.5-5 illustrate various views of the 435-B packaging thermal model used
for the NCT evaluations. The model is composed of solid and plate type elements representing
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the various packaging components. Thermal communication between the various components is
via conduction, radiation, and surface-to-surface contact. A total of approximately 26,400 nodes,
10,300 planar elements and surfaces, and 10,500 solid elements are used to simulate the modeled
components. Twenty two of the solid elements are finite difference solids (i.e., FD solids), a
Thermal Desktop@ computer program feature that permits a group of solid elements to be
represented by a single entity. As such, the number of individual solid 'bricks' utilized in the
modeling is actually significantly larger than the 10,500 value indicated above. In addition, one
boundary node is used to represent the ambient environment for convection and radiation
purposes.
As seen from a comparison of Figure 3.5-1 with Figure 1.2-2, Section 1.0, GeneralInformation,
the modeling accurately captures the geometry of the various components of the 435-B
packaging, including the lower body assembly and its polyurethane foam filled impact limiter,
the upper body assembly (or bell), and the two internal impact limiter assemblies. Also captured,
but not easily seen due to the scale of the figure, are the side and top thermal shields. The
maximum spatial resolution provided by the thermal modeling for the metallic package body
components is approximately 1 inch in the radial direction, 2.25 inches in the axial direction, and
every 7.5' in the circumferential direction. Greater spatial resolution (i.e., smaller radial and
axial distances) is provided near the cask ends where larger thermal gradients are expected.
A lower radial resolution is provided for the polyurethane foam in the impact limiter since the
low thermal conductivity of the foam will yield correspondingly low heat flows. Since the
fabrication tolerance of the polyurethane foam used to fill the impact limiter can yield foam
densities that are +15% of the targeted 15 lbm/ft3 (pcf) foam density and since the foam's
conductivity is a function of its density, the thermal modeling conservatively assumes a low
tolerance foam density (i.e., 15 pcf less 15% z 12.75 pcf) for NCT evaluations and a high
tolerance foam density (i.e., 15 pcf plus 15%,z 17.25 pcf) for HAC evaluations.
Figure 3.5-2 illustrates the thermal modeling used for the containment boundary of the 435-B
packaging. As seen from the figure, the modeling captures much of the geometry detail in the
upper and lower flanges, as well as the welded joint between the '2-inch thick plate of the lower
torispherical head and the cylindrical shell and the thicker ends of the flange sections. The 24
closure bolts are not specifically modeled. Instead, the flange and bolt material are modeled as a
homogenized region of Type 304 stainless steel. As pointed out in Section 3.2.1, Material
Properties,the thermal conductivity of the ASTM 320, Grade L43 bolts is approximately twice
that of the Type 304 stainless steel used for the flange, while the specific heat values are similar
between the two materials. However, since the cross-section area of 1-1/4-7 UNC bolts
represents only 62% of the flange area that is lost due to the presence of the 1.38 inch bolt holes,
the net effect of ignoring the material property differences and treating the flange as a
homogenous solid for conduction purposes drops from a factor of 2 to 1.25. This net effect
drops to only about 1.02 when the localized enhanced conductivity represented by the closure
bolts is smeared across the entire bolt flange area. The added surface area of the bolt heads
doesn't have any significant effect since the bolts are enclosed by the tubes and shells which
provide protection from HAC puncture bar impact or heat input from the HAC fire event. As
such, the specific modeling of the closure bolts can be neglected without significantly impacting
the accuracy of the predicted temperatures. The thermal model does include an enhanced
conductivity between the upper and lower flanges to mimic the thermal conductance provided by
the bolt shanks.
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Figure 3.5-3 illustrates the thermal representation of the top and side thermal shields used in the
modeling. The shields are modeled as surface elements since their relative thinness will yield
essentially zero AT across their thickness. Heat transfer between each shield and its underlying
surface is modeled as a combination of radiation and conduction across a 0.105-inch thick air
gap and conduction through a 0.105-inch diameter stainless steel wire wrap on 3-inch centers.
For conservatism Linder NCT condition, the conduction through the wire wrap is ignored for
NCT.
A significant level of thermal protection to the thermally sensitive closure seals is provided by
the closure bolt enclosure structure at the lower end of the upper body assembly. The closure
bolt enclosure structure consists of tubes and shells which provides access to the closure bolts and
the vent port and seal test port while also protecting these components from HAC puncture bar
impact or excessive heat input from the HAC fire event. Figure 1.2-4, Section 1.0, General
Information, illustrates the detail in this area, while Figure 3.5-4 illustrates the thermal
representation used for the same region. As seen from a comparison of the two figures, the
thermal modeling accurately captures the individual components and the complex geometry in
this area. Included, but not seen in the figure, are the blocks of 30 pcf foam used between the
individual bolt access tubes to thermally isolate the cylindrical shell from potentially high
temperatures that may occur near the exterior of the enclosure structure during the HAC fire.
The thermal modeling of the internal impact limiters is illustrated in Figure 3.5-5. As seen, the
modeling captures the individual stainless steel tubes and the 0.105-inch thick stainless steel tube
stabilizer sheet which is spherically curved to match the shape of the torispherical heads. The
Thermal Desktop- program automatically calculates the conduction and radiation between the
various components of the internal impact limiters.
3.5.3.2 LTSS and LTSS Lodgment Thermal Model
Figure 3.5-6 illustrates the thermal modeling of the LTSS used for this evaluation. As with the
435-B packaging, the modeling represents a 3-dimensional, half symmetry thermal model.
Approximately 4,200 nodes, 620 planar elements, and 600 solid elements are used to simulate
the modeled components of the LTSS, the Large Source Drawer, and the source capsule. The
modeling captures the individual components of the LTSS in a manner that the thermal
properties of each significant component depicted in Figure 1.2-9, Section 1.0, General
Information, and the gaps between the individual components are captured. Although the LTSS
can accommodate 4 Large Source Drawers, the thermal modeling assumes that only one of the
drawers is loaded with a source capsule dissipating the maximum 200 watts allowed for the
entire LTSS. This assumption yields the worst case concentration of decay heat loading possible
for the LTSS. The bounding 200 W heat load requires a Co-60 source which dissipates a
significant amount of its energy in the form of gamma rays. Based on Monte Carlo N-Particle
(MCNP) calculations using a source height of 1.45-in and diameter of 0.72-in, a Co-60 source
will deposit approximately 20% of the decay heat within the source volume and the remaining
80% outside the source where the gamma rays emitted by the source are absorbed. While the
gamma ray absorption will be distributed throughout the lead volume, the modeling
conservatively assumes the entire absorption of this 80% portion occurs at the ends of the
tungsten shielding in the Large Source Drawer and within a 6.75 inch high segment of the LTSS
liner adjacent to the special form capsule. In reality, the heat deposition would occur over a
much greater volume of the LTSS, thus lowering the effective heat flux at any point in the LTSS.
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The LTSS is supported within the 435-B packaging by the LTSS lodgment. Thermal modeling
of the lodgment (see Figure 3.5-7) is accomplished using approximately 2,000 nodes, 1,225 planar
elements, and 12 finite-difference solids. Heat transfer between the LTSS and the lodgment is via
radiation, convection, and conduction across the neoprene rubber covered '/2-inch thick plate at the
base of the lodgment and via the neoprene rubber covered pads on the tapered edges of the lower
ribs.
The thermal modeling of convection for the safety evaluation is based on a combination of physics
and conservatism. In some cases, a combination of package orientation and heat loading will
physically prevent the formation of a convection cell, while in other cases ignoring the potential
presence of convection will yield bounding package component temperatures.
Although convection heat transfer between the LTSS, the LTSS lodgment, and the interior of the
435-B packaging is assumed for NCT, the effect on the NCT temperatures is modest. A sensitivity
analysis based on NCTHot No Solar condition showed that completely ignoring convection or
conduction through the airspace around the LTSS and LTSS lodgment raises the source capsule
temperature by less than 10 *Fand the LTSS lead shielding temperature by only 30 'F from the
values presented in Section 3.3, Thermal Evaluationfor Normal Conditionsof Transport. These

temperature increases are insignificant in comparison to the available margins for both
components. Alternatively, ignoring convection will reduce the bulk gas temperature and payload
temperatures under HAC conditions. As such, credit for convection heat transfer within the
modeling is appropriate.
Examination of the sensitivity analysis results showed that the maximum allowable surface
temperature without insolation during NCT did rise 4°F to 121°F. However, as pointed out in
Section 3.3.1.1, Maximum Temperatures,the peak accessible surface temperature occurs in a very
narrow band at the base of the side thermal shields where the closeout welds provide a direct
thermal path to the package shell. Beyond this narrow band the accessible surface temperatures are
significantly lower. Furthermore, the size of the open areas within the package payload cavity
makes a 'no convection' situation a thermal impossibility.
The thermal modeling ignores convection heat transfer within the void volume encompassed by
the containment's upper torispherical head during both NCT or HAC. This is done for two
reasons: one, to most accurately model the real heat transfer in the head for a vertically oriented
package, and two, to maximize payload temperatures under NCT and package shell temperatures
under HAC. Peak NCT temperatures occur with the upper torispherical head hotter than either the
bulk average gas temperature or the upper internal impact limiter. As such, there would be no
buoyant force to drive convection. Under HAC, the potential contribution of convection within the
containment's upper torispherical head void volume depends on the orientation of the package
following the pre-fire drop event. However, the assumption of no convection within the
containment's upper torispherical head void volume yields the peak temperature in either case.
Inclusion of convection where it could occur would serve to accelerate heat removal from the
torispherical head and lower the SAR predicted peak temperature with little to no change for the
payload components.
Similarly, ignoring convection heat transfer within the void volume encompassed by the
containment's lower torispherical head during both NCT or HAC reflects the reality of the thermal
gradients that exist for a vertically oriented package under both NCT and HAC. Ignoring
convection for other package orientations serves to conservatively bound the payload temperatures.
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Figure 3.5-8 illustrates the combined modeling of 435-B packaging with the LTSS payload.
3.5.3.3 Shielded Device and Inner Containment Thermal Model
As described in Section 1.0, General Information, the size and geometry of the Group 1 and 3

shielded devices vary. However, while the exact dimensions and shapes are varied, the general
shape and size of devices in Group I and 3 are similar, especially after the cabinets, stands, or
unnecessary appurtenances attached to the devices are removed prior to transportation. Given
the variance in geometry, the modeling approach for the shielded devices was to develop a
generic representation of a device that would thermally bound the Group 1 and 3 shielded
devices. After considering the thermal features of the various Group I and 3 devices, the
Gammacell-40 device was selected as the appropriate basis for developing a generic device
whose thermal performance would bound the other devices. The 15.9 inch diameter and 28.7
inch length of the cylindrical body of the Gammacell-40 yields a surface area that is slightly less
than that for the Gammator M38, and Gammacell 1000 and 3000 devices, while its weight is less
than the Gammacell 1000 and 3000 devices and 18% higher than the Gammator M38. The
smaller Group 1 devices, such as the Gammator 50B and B34 devices also have a significantly
lower decay heat loading than the 30 W design basis used for the generic device. Further, the
Gammacell-40 device uses a source capsule that is relatively compact, whereas the source for
many of the other Group 1 and 3 devices uses elongated, pencil shaped sources. As such, a
concentrated heat source based on the Gammacell-40 design will yield conservative source
capsule temperatures.
The Group 1 and 3 generic device assumes 6 inches of lead shielding in a right cylinder
geometry with a 15.9 inch diameter and 28.7 inch height. The source is assumed to be contained
within a drawer assembly like that used for the Gammacell-40 device. Figure 3.5-9 illustrates the
thermal model of the generic shielded device used for NCT evaluations. As seen, the modeling
represents a 90' segment versus the 180' segment used for the LTSS modeling. A quarter
symmetry model is appropriate for the shielded devices since a single source location within the
device exists, thus asymmetric heat loading is not a factor as it was for the LTSS payload.
Approximately 1,350 nodes, 11 planar elements, and 11 finite-difference solid elements are used
to simulate the modeled components of the device. As previously explained, a finite-difference
solid is a Thermal Desktop'R) computer program feature that permits a group of solid elements to
be represented by a single entity. As such, the number of individual solid 'bricks' utilized in the
modeling of the shielded device is actually significantly larger.
The modeling captures the off-center location of the source drawer (like that of the Gammacell40 device) when it is in its storage location. This off-center location is significant when
considering that the packaging dunnage is assumed to surround the ends of the device, thus
restricting the heat transfer from the ends. The modeling also reflects the transport of a small
source capsule (i.e., 1.7 inch long by 1.57 inch in diameter) versus the pencil shaped capsules
used for many Group I and 3 devices. The smaller capsule yields a worst case heat
concentration for the evaluation. The entire 30 W decay heat assumed for the shielded devices is
conservatively assumed to be deposited within the source capsule.
Figure 3.5-10 illustrates alternate views of the Inner Container (IC) and the assumed
blocking/dunnage used to support the shielded device in the IC. The IC is modeled using
approximately 2,500 nodes, 80 planar elements, and 8 finite-difference solid elements. The
blocking/dunnage may consist of either a metallic framework or use a rigid polyurethane foam.
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Since solid blocking like rigid polyurethane foam would restrict the heat transfer between the
shielded device and the IC much more than would an open, metallic framework, the thermal
modeling conservatively assumes the use of polyurethane foam. An additional 2,500 nodes and
16 finite-difference solid elements are used to model the foam dunnage. The foam dunnage is
conservatively assumed to cover the ends and extend over the sides of the shielded device
leaving only 50% or more of the side surface exposed to the IC interior.
As with the LTSS payload, convection heat transfer between the IC and the interior surfaces of the
435-B packaging and between the shielded device and the IC are assumed. Again, a sensitivity
analysis showed that completely ignoring convection or conduction through the airspace raises the
source capsule temperature by less than 10 'F. Since this temperature increase is insignificant in
comparison to the available margins and since ignoring convection will reduce the bulk gas
temperature and payload temperatures under HAC conditions, including credit for convection heat
transfer within the modeling is appropriate.
Figure 3.5-11 illustrates the combined modeling of 435-B packaging with the generic shielded
device payload.
3.5.3.4 Insolation Loads
The insolation loading on the 435-B package is based on the total IOCFR71.71(c)(1) specified
insolation values over a 12-hour period [1]. Since the 435-B packaging is characterized by a
thermally light upper body assembly, a lower body assembly encased by a foam filled impact
limiter, and thermally massive interior payloads, the temperature response to diurnal changes in
the insolation loading will vary significantly between the various packaging components and the
payloads.
As such, the use of a time-averaged insolation loading based on the 1OCFR71.71 (c)(1) specified
insolation over 12 hours will not accurately capture the peak component temperatures near the
package's exterior under NCT conditions. Instead, the 1OCFR71.71 (c)(1) specified insolation
values over a 12-hour period are converted to an equivalent diurnal insolation loading cycle.
This analysis methodology follows the recommendations of IAEA Safety Guide TS-G-1.1
¶654.4 [3] which states that "the more precise way to model insolation is to use a time dependent
sinusoidal heat flux".
A sine wave model is used to simulate the variation in the applied insolation on the surfaces of
the package over a 24-hour period, except that when the sine function is negative, the insolation
level is set to zero. The timing of the sine wave is set to achieve its peak at 12 pm and the peak
value of the curve is adjusted to ensure that the total energy delivered matched the
IOCFR71.71(c)(1) specified values. As such, the total energy delivered in one day by the sine
wave solar model is given by:
8-hr

J

h

peaksin 12.hr

6hrhr2)

-

.

dt= (24-h.Q peak
7

Using the expression above for the peak rate of insolation, the peak rates for insolation on
horizontal flat and the vertical curved surfaces is calculated as follows:
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Qt op =I800 cal •7I
Qside =

200 cml .

Qtop =2.68 hr- in'r

Qtop

0.67
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Conversion factors of I cal/cm 2 -hr = 0.0256 Btu/hr-in 2 are used in the above calculations. These
peak rates are multiplied by the sine function and the surface solar absorptivity to create the
insolation values as a function of time of day. Figure 3.5-12 illustrates the level of insolation on
flat horizontal, horizontal curved, and vertical surfaces versus time of day assumed for the
evaluation of package performance under NCTHot conditions. The diurnal cycle modeling
approach results in a peak hourly insolation loading that is approximately 57% higher than the
specified 1OCFR71.71 (c)(l) value averaged over 12 hours. However, the total insolation load
applied to each surface of the package is the same as that specified by IOCFR7I.71(c)(I).
3.5.3.5 Bulk Average Gas Temperature
The bulk average gas temperature is calculated for the LTSS and shielded device payloads on a
volume weighted basis. For the LTSS payload, the package cavity is divided into 5 regions:
I) the upper internal impact limiter cavity volume,
2) the cavity volume beginning at the start of the taper above the cylindrical barrel on the
LTSS payload and extending to the underside of the upper internal impact limiter,
3) the cavity volume opposite of the cylindrical barrel on the LTSS payload,
4) the cavity volume beginning at the start of the taper below the cylindrical barrel on the
LTSS payload and extending to the topside of the lower internal impact limiter, and
5) the lower internal impact limiter cavity volume.
The void volume for each region is determined by subtracting the volume of the metallic
for the 5
void volume
cavity volume. The resulting computed
components from the gross
3
3
f
3
3
regions are 7,934.6 in , 41,039.5 in , 4,758.3 in', 27,219.8 in , and 7,934.6 in , respectively. The
bulk average gas temperature is computed by multiplying the computed mean gas temperature
for each region by its associated void volume and then dividing the sum by the total void
volume. Because of the complex arrangement of the internal impact limiters, the associated gas
temperature for these regions is assumed to be equal to the average temperature of the nodes that
represent the geometry of the limiters. This bulk average gas temperature is updated constantly
within the thermal model as the model converges or proceeds through a transient event.
The bulk average gas temperature is calculated for the shielded device payload using a similar
method except the package cavity is divided into 4 regions:
1) the upper internal impact limiter cavity volume,
2) the cavity volume within the inner container (IC),
3) the cavity volume outside the IC and extending from the lower to the upper internal
impact limiter, and
4) the lower internal impact limiter cavity volume.
The void volume for each region is determined by subtracting the volume of the metallic
components from the •ross cavity volume. The resulting computed void volume for the 4
regions are 7,934.6 in , 15,806 in (equal to approximately 1/3 of the total empty void volume of
the IC due to the presence of a shielded device and foam dunnage), 29,970 in , and 7,934.6 in3 ,
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respectively. The bulk average gas temperature is then computed using a volume weighted
average of the estimated mean gas temperature computed within each region. Again, the bulk
average gas temperature is updated constantly within the thermal model as the model converges
or proceeds through a transient event.
3.5.3.6 Description of Thermal Model for HAC Conditions
The thermal evaluations for the hypothetical accident condition (HAG) are conducted using an
analytical thermal model of the 435-B packaging loaded with the LTSS and shielded device
payloads. The HAC thermal models are modified versions of the NCT models described above.
The principal model modifications consist of simulating the expected package damage resulting
from the drop events that precede the HAC fire, changing the package surface emissivities to
reflect the assumed presence of soot and/or surface oxidization, and simulating the thermal
performance of the polyurethane foam used in the impact limiter.
Physical testing using a series of prototypic full scale certification test units (CTUs) is used to
establish the expected level of damage sustained by the 435-B packaging as a result of the 10
CFR 71.73 prescribed free and puncture drops that precede the HAC fire event. Documentation
of the configuration and initial conditions of the CTUs, a description of the test facility, CTU
instrumentation, and the test results is presented in Appendix 2.12.3, CertificationTest Results.
The drop tests covered a range of hypothetical free drop orientations and puncture bar drops. An
overview of the results of the drop tests is provided below.
1) Three free drop orientations were tested: a bottom end drop, a simultaneous side drop on
the limiter and knuckle, and a C.G.-over-knuckle drop. Of these orientations, the worst
case physical damage to the package occurs from the simultaneous side drop with
elevated foam temperatures (i.e., test event D4). Overall, the resulting damage is
thermally insignificant. The combined damage from both the NCT and HAC drops in
this orientation resulted in flat regions on both the impact limiter and the knuckle of the
package head. The impact limiter flat measured 25-1/2 inches long (along cask axis) and
33 inches wide (orthogonal). The knuckle flat was 11-1/2 inches long and 18-1/2 inches
wide. The worst case radial crush distance of the polyurethane foam in the impact limiter
was 4-13/16 inches, as measured from the cask body O.D. Since the impact occurred
with the cask axis at an angle of approximately 130 to the ground, the crush in the
direction of impact was 4-13/16 x cos(13) = 4.68 inches. The depth of foam remaining,
as measured perpendicular from the outer surface of the foam to the flange upper comer,
was 5-1/8 inches. The crush at the knuckle was significantly less.
2) Two separate free drops in the bottom-down orientation (i.e., DI and D5) resulted in a
crush distance of only 5/16 inches or less. This level of damage is seen as negligible and
no visible damage to the CTUs was seen.
3) The NCT and HAC C.G.-over-knuckle drops (i.e., test event D3) resulted in creation of a
flat spot on the torispherical head, offset towards one side. The combined damage created
a flat spot 21 inches long in the radial direction and 33-1/2 inches long in the
circumferential direction. The internal impact limiter tubes located below the test D3
impact were crushed, and the plate of the upper internal limiter was buckled from both
the D3 and D4 impacts. The deformation of the package head due to test event D3 is
shown in Figure 2.12.3-45 and Figure 2.12.3-46 in Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test
Results, where the head thermal shield has been locally cut away to expose the
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containment boundary. The lower limiter had little damage. The lodgment showed some
buckling of the radial plate adjacent to the impact of the D3 test, but little other damage
(see Figure 2.12.3-47). The LTSS was supported in essentially its original position. Note
that the LTSS was thoroughly tested in Test Series D1 and D2. The only additional
damage to the LTSS from Test Series D3 and D4 was some shallow deformations
(approximately 1/8 inches or less) due to support from the lodgment's circular plates in
the side (D4) free drops.
4) With the exception of test event D3, no significant deformation of the LTSS lodgment or
the IC was noted as a result of the other drop orientations.
No scaling of the noted crush dimensions are required since the CTUs are full scale
representations of the 435-B package. However, the projected damage did need to be scaled to
reflect the full effect of temperature on the polyurethane foam's structural properties since the
warm drop test event D4 did not fully capture the peak foam NCT foam temperature and, thus,
the worst case crush. This warm foam scaling added an estimated 0.5 inches to the expected
crush depth, reducing the foam depth, as measured perpendicular from the outer surface of the
foam to the flange upper corner, from 5-1/8 inches to 4.63 inches, as discussed in Section
2.7.1.5.2, Maximum Impact Limiter Crush Deformation.
Based on a review of the above damage results, two damage events were selected to bound the
worst-case scenarios for the 435-B package: 1) a simultaneous side drop on the limiter and
knuckle and 2) a head down drop. The head down drop is used instead of the tested C.G.-overknuckle drop since the head down drop damage affects the entire head versus the localized
damage at the knuckle and because the simultaneous side drop on the limiter and knuckle already
captured some of the effect of damage to the knuckle region of the package.
Figure 3.5-13 illustrates the assumed crush lines at the center of the impact zone for the side drop
damage scenario. The modeled depth of the crush at the knuckle is approximately 2 inches. This
crush depth yields a impact zone on the model that measures approximately 18.5 inches wide by
11.5 inches high, matching the measured knuckle flat observed from the CTU testing. Guidance
for modeling the effect of the knuckle damage is taken from Figures 2.12.3-45 and 2.12.3-46 in
Appendix 2.12.3, CertificationTest Results. These figures illustrate a cutaway at the
torispherical head following the C.G.-over-knuckle drop and demonstrate that the wire standoffs
between the head and the top shield were left intact and, as evidenced by the lack of scuff marks
on the head, that a direct contact between the top shield and the head did not occur. Based on
this observation, the knuckle damage is simulated by conservatively assuming that the air gap
separating the thermal shields is reduced by half and that direct contact between the shell and the
aluminum plate of the upper internal impact limiter occurs over a 30 degree angle. Heat transfer
via the wire wrap is also conservatively assumed everywhere.
Per Appendix 3.5.4, 'Last-A-Foam 'Response under HAC Conditions,approximately 2.5 inches
of the nominal 15 pcf polyurethane foam will thermally decompose during a 30 minute HAC fire
event. Since the HAC modeling assumes a conservatively low foam density of 12.75 pcf, the
foam loss (or recession depth) is increased to 2.8 inches for this low end density. In the vicinity
of crush damage the effective foam density will increase as a result of the crush, thus decreasing
the local foam recession depth accordingly. Per the warm foam scaling discussed above, the foam
depth at the package flange is reduced from approximately 8.75 inches to 4.63 inches, yielding
an increase in the effective density of approximately 88% at the centerline of the damage. Based
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on an initial foam density of 12.75 pcf, an effective foam density of approximately 24 pcf will
occur at the centerline of the damage, yielding an associated foam recession depth of
approximately 1.5 inches. For conservatism, the modeling assumes a recession depth of 1.8
inches at the centerline of the impact limiter damage, increasing to 2.8 inches at the
circumferential edges of the side drop damage.
Given a maximum foam recession depth of 2.8 inches, any foam depth remaining after the HAC
drop events greater than approximately 3.25 inches will result in the underlying temperatures
rising only marginally during the HAC fire event. Examination of Figure 3.5-13 demonstrates
that, with the exception of the upper portion of the impact limiter, the side drop will leave
sufficient foam everywhere to prevent any significant temperature rise on the backside of the
remaining foam.
For modeling expediency, the physical geometry changes resulting from the drop event are not
captured by the HAC modeling. Instead, the effect of the geometry realignment is captured by
adjusting the conductors within the HAC model from the associated surface and any underlying
component. For example, in the vicinity of the side crush, the gap between the outer edges of the
foam and the impact limiter shell at the end of the 30-minute fire is modeled as 1.8 inches (i.e.,
the foam recession depth) versus the variable distance indicated by the undamaged impact limiter
shell geometry.
The controlling puncture bar damage for the side drop event is one that will enhance damage to
the impact limiter and the underlying closure seals. Of the various CTU tested puncture bar
scenarios to the lower end of the package, only the P7 orientation resulted in a thermally
significant damage. The PI, P4, P5, and P6 scenarios did not result in damage that would
significantly degrade the thermal resistance offered by the undamaged package geometry. While
the P7 scenario is an oblique strike on side thermal shield through the C.G., the modeled damage
location was shifted downward on the package to a point just above the rain shield in order to
maximize the potential impact on the closure seals. In reality, since this location is not at the
package C.G., the damage would be expected to be less severe than that noted from the P7 test.
Figures 2.12.3-30 and 2.12.3-36 in Appendix 2.12.3, Certification Test Results, illustrates the
level of damage resulting from the P7 puncture bar attack. The modeling conservatively
captures the observed damage by assuming direct contact over approximately a 6-inch diameter
area between all layers of the dual thermal shield and the shell.
The head down drop damage scenario is depicted in Figure 3.5-14. The head crush line is
assumed to be approximately 4 inches down from the top. Again, for modeling expediency, the
physical geometry realignment resulting from the drop event is not captured by the HAC model,
but is reflected in the adjusted conductors between the top shield and the underlying components.
In this case, the thickness of the wire wrap and the associated air gap is reduced by 1/3 and the
heat transfer via the wire wrap increased by a factor of approximately 2 to account for the
assumed enhanced contact between the assumed flattened surfaces of the wire wrap and the
adjacent thermal shield and torispherical head surfaces.
While the tubes of the upper internal impact limiter will be crushed as a result of the head down
drop scenario, the effect on the radiation and conduction along the length of the tubes is limited
since the expected folding in the tube walls will maintain the same total heat transfer length for
conduction and increase the effective blockage of heat transfer via radiation. Although heat
transfer via conduction through the fill gas along the length of the internal impact limiter will
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increase, this heat transfer mode represents an insignificant fraction of the total heat transfer.
The nominal 0.6 inch gap between the tube stabilizer sheet of the internal impact limiter and the
torispherical head is reduced to 0.1 inch to reflect the tube crushing and assumed shifting of the
package internal components for the post-drop horizontal package orientation.
The associated puncture bar damage is taken to be the P3 orientation (i.e., C.G.-over-knuckle)
from the CTU testing. Guidance for modeling the effect of a puncture bar attack in the knuckle
region is taken from Figures 2.12.3-45 and 2.12.3-46 in Appendix 2.12.3, CertificationTest
Results. As previously explained, these figures illustrate a cutaway at the torispherical head
following the C.G.-over-knuckle drop. A close examination of the figures demonstrate that
puncture bar impact left an imprint around a portion of the bar's circumference, but the lack of a
scuff mark would indicate that full area contact is not made. Based on this observation, the
knuckle damage is simulated by conservatively assuming direct contact between the top thermal
shield and the torispherical head in an 0.5-inch wide annular region around the circumference of
the puncture bar. Heat transfer via the wire wrap is also conservatively assumed everywhere.
Beyond the specific modifications to simulate the HAC damage scenarios, the NCT thermal
model for the package was modified for the HAC evaluations via the following steps:
1) Assume the package has been ejected from its transport support and is lying on its side
for all damage scenarios. As such, the convective heat transfer from the package's
exterior surfaces is based on a horizontal orientation. In addition, the adiabatic boundary
condition assumed for selected surfaces of the lower impact limiter under NCT
conditions are switched to active heat transfer surfaces.
2) The surface emissivity for all exterior surfaces is assumed to be 0.8 to account for
potential oxidation and/or soot accumulation. The emissivity of all inside surfaces of the
impact limiter exposed as the result of foam decomposition is assumed to be 0.95 to
account for adherence of foam char.
3) Thermal conductance via the stand-off wire wrap under the thermal shields is assumed
for the HAC condition. Thermal credit for the wire wrap was conservatively ignored for
the NCT evaluations.
4) 1.8 to 2.8 inches of foam (see above) is removed from around the perimeter of the impact
limiter at the start of the HAC evaluation. This change conservatively bounds the impact
of the gradual decomposition of the foam over the 30 minute fire event.
5) Assume no significant damage to the LTSS and shielded device payloads but that the
payloads have shifted to create edge contact between the LTSS lodgment and IC and the
package bell. The orientation of the contacting surfaces is conservatively assumed to
align with the location of the drop damage.
3.5.3.7 Convection Coefficient Calculation
The 435-B package thermal model uses semi-empirical relationships to determine the level of
convection heat transfer from the exterior package surfaces under both the regulatory NCT and
HAC conditions. The convective heat transfer coefficient, hc, has a form of:
k

hc = Nu-L
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where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas at the mean film temperature and L is the
characteristic length of the vertical or horizontal surface. The convection coefficient is
correlated via semi-empirical relationships against the local Rayleigh number and the
characteristic length. The Rayleigh number is defined as:
where

RaL

pgc

AT x Pr

gc = gravitational acceleration, 32.174 ft/s 2 8= coefficient of thermal expansion, OR-I
3
p = density of air at the film temperature, Ibm/ft
AT = temperature difference, OF

p = dynamic viscosity, lbm/ft-s
L = characteristic length , ft
Cp specific heat, Btu/ Ibm -°F

Pr = Prandtl number = (cp p) / k
k = thermal conductivity at film temp., Btu/ft-hr-°F
RaL = Rayleigh #, based on length 'L'

Note that k, cp, and lg are each a function of air temperature as taken from Table 3.2-3. Values
for p are computed using the ideal gas law, P3
for an ideal gas is simply the inverse of the
absolute temperature of the gas, and Pr is computed using the values for k, cp, and [t from Table
3.2-3. Unit conversion factors are used as required to reconcile the units for the various
properties used.
The natural convection from a discrete vertical surface is computed using Equations 3-19, 3-21
to 3-25 of reference [24], which is applicable over the range I < Rayleigh number (Ra) < 1012:
NUT = CLRa'/

0.671
CL = (I + (0"492/Pr) 9 1' 6 )4/9

2.8

NuL=

In(l+ 2.8/Nu T )
Nut =CVRa1/3
22

cV =

0
0.13 Pr .
I + 0.61 Pr'.8,Y.42

Nu =hcL= [(NUL)6)' +(Nut
k

1
)6] /6

The natural convection from a vertical cylindrical surface is computed by applying a correction
factor to the laminar Nusselt number (NuL) determined using the same methodology and Nu t for
a vertical plate (see above). The characteristic dimension, L, is the height of the vertical cylinder
and D is the cylinder's diameter. The correction factor as defined by Equations 3-39 to 3-41 of
reference [24] is:
NUL'Cylinder

-

l

+

ln(1 + 5)
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Natural convection from horizontal surfaces is computed from Equations 3-34 to 3-38 of
reference [24], where the characteristic dimension (L) is equal to the plate surface area divided
by the plate perimeter. For a heated surface facing upwards or a cooled surface facing
downwards and Ra > 1:

hcL
k

Nu

NuL =

+ (Nu,),o111/

= [(NuL

1.4
LIn(l + 1.4/(0.835 x CLRalI4)

C'L --

0.671

(I + (0.492/Pr)9/16)4/9

Nut = 0.14 x Ra•"
For a heated surface facing downwards or a cooled surface facing upwards and 10 5 < Ra < 10",
the correlation is as follows:

Nu

=

0.527

Nu L

Ra 115

(I +(1.9/Pr)9/IO Y/9

Calculation of the convection coefficient from a horizontal cylindrical surface is computed using
Equation 3-43, reference [24], where the characteristic length, D, is the outer diameter of the
cylinder. This equation, applicable for 10-5 < Ra < 1012, is as follows:
Nu = h•D

k

0.60+

(

0.387RaD)1/6

2

[I + (0.559/Pr)9/16 ]8/2+

The convection heat transfer coefficients between the package and the ambient during the 30minute fire event are based on an average gas velocity of 10 m/sec [28] and the Colburn relation
for forced convection of:
08
3
Nu = 0.036 x Pr"/ x Re
Given the turbulent nature of the 30-minute fire event, a characteristic length of 0.25 feet is
conservatively used for all surfaces to define the probable limited distance for boundary growth.
The resulting convection coefficient values exceed the 10 W/m 2 _,C suggested for large packages
by IAEA advisory material [3].
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Figure 3.5-2 - Isometric View of 'Solids' Thermal Model for Containment
Boundary
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Figure 3.5-3 - Thermal Model for Top and Side Thermal Shields
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Figure 3.5-4 - Thermal Modeling at Closure Bolt Enclosure Structure
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Figure 3.5-5 - Isometric View of Thermal Model for Internal Impact Limiters
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Figure 3.5-6 - Isometric View of Thermal Model for LTSS
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Figure 3.5-7 - Alternate Views of Thermal Model for LTSS Lodgment
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Figure 3.5.8 - Combined Modeling of 4 35-B Packaging with LTSS Payload
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Figure 3.5-9 - Thermal Model for Generic Shielded Device
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Figure 3.5-10 - Alternate Views of Thermal Model for Inner Container (IC)
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Figure 3.5-11 - Combined Modeling of 435-B Packaging with SD Payload
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3.5.4 'Last-A-Foam' Response under HAC Conditions
The General Plastics LAST-A-FOAM® FR-3700 rigid polyurethane foam [5] used in the impact
limiters has been used for numerous transportation packages. The FR-3700 formulation is
specially designed to allow predictable impact-absorption performance under dynamic loading,
while also providing a significant level of thermal protection under the HAC conditions. Upon
exposure to fire temperatures, this proprietary foam decomposes into an intumescent char that
swells and tends to fill voids or gaps created by free drop or puncture bar damage. This thermal
decomposition absorbs a significant amount of the heat transferred into the foam, which is then
expelled from the impact limiters as a high temperature gas. Because the char has no appreciable
structural capacity and will not develop unless there is space available, the char will not generate
stresses within the adjacent package components. Without available space the pyrolysis gases
developed as a result of the charring process will move excess char mass out through the vent
ports and prevent its buildup. Only as the charring process continues and space becomes
available will the char be retained, filling the available space and plugging holes at the surface of
the impact limiters. The thermal decomposition process does not alter or cause a chemical
reaction within the adjacent materials.
The mechanisms behind the observed variations in the thermal properties and behavior of the FR3700 foam at elevated temperatures are varied and complex. A series of fire tests [6 and 7]
conducted on 5-gallon cans filled with FR-3700 foam at densities from 6.7 to 25.8 lb/ft3 helped
define the expected performance of the foam under fire accident conditions. Under the referenced
fire tests, one end of the test article was subjected to an open diesel fueled burner flame at
temperatures of 980 to 1,200'C (1,800 to 2,200 'F) for more than 30 minutes. A thermal shield
prevented direct exposure to the burner flame on any surface of the test article other than the hot
face. Each test article was instrumented with thermocouples located at various depths in the foam.
In addition, samples of the foam were subjected to thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to determine
the thermal decomposition vs. temperature. The exposure temperatures for the TGA tests varied
from 70 to 1,500 'F, and were conducted in both air and nitrogen atmospheres. The result for the
nitrogen environment (see Figure 3.5-15) is more representative of the low oxygen environment
existing within the impact limiter shells encasing the foam. These test results indicate that the
following steps occur in the thermal breakdown of the foam under the level of elevated
temperatures reached during the HAC fire event:
* Below 250 'F, the variation in foam thermal properties with temperature is slight and
reversible. As such, fixed values for specific heat and thermal conductivity are
appropriate.
" Between 250 and 500 'F, small variations in foam thermal properties occur. The
observed changes are so slight that the same thermal properties used for temperatures
below 250 'F may also be used to characterize the thermal performance of the foam
between 250 and 500 'F.
" Between 325 and 435 'F, a foam weight reduction of approximately 2% (see Figure
3.5-15) will occur as water vapor and/or the gas used as the blowing agent is lost.
*

Irreversible thermal decomposition of the foam begins as the temperature rises above
500 'F and increases non-linearly with temperature. Based on the TGA testing (see
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Figure 3.5-15), approximately 2/3's of this decomposition occurs over a narrow
temperature range centered about 670 'F.
The decomposition is accompanied by vigorous out-gassing from the foam and an
indeterminate amount of internal heat generation. The internal heat generation arises
from the gases generated by the decomposition process that are combustible under
piloted conditions. However, since the decomposition process is endothermic, the
foam will not support combustion indefinitely. Further, the out-gassing process
removes a significant amount of heat from the package via mass transport.
* The weight loss due to out-gassing not only has direct affect on the heat flux into the
remaining virgin foam, but changes the composition of the resulting foam char since
the foam constituents are lost at different rates. This change in composition affects
both the specific heat and the thermal conductivity of the foam char layer.
* As temperature continues to rise, the developing char layer begins to take on the
characteristics of a gas-filled cellular structure where radiative interchange from one
cell surface to another becomes the dominant portion of the overall heat transfer
mechanism. This change in heat transfer mechanisms causes the apparent heat
conductivity to take on a highly non-linear relationship with temperature.
* Finally, at temperatures above 1,250 'F, the thermal breakdown of the foam is
essentially completed and only about 5 to 10% of the original mass is left. In the
absence of direct exposure to a flame or erosion by the channeling of the outgas
products through the foam, the char layer will be the same or slightly thicker than the
original foam depth. This char layer will continue to provide radiative shielding to the
underlying foam material.
Since the thermal decomposition of the foam is an endothermic process, the foam is selfextinguishing and will not support a flame once the external flame source is removed. However,
the gases generated by the decomposition process are combustible and will bum under piloted
conditions. A portion of these generated gases can remain trapped within the charred layer of the
foam after the cessation of the HAC fire event and continue to support further combustion,
although at a much reduced level, until a sufficient time has passed for their depletion from the
cell structure. This extended time period is typically from 15 to 45 minutes.
The sharp transition in the state of the foam noted in Figure 3.5-15 at or about 670 'F can be used to
correlate the observed depth of the foam char following a bum test with the occurrence of this
temperature level within the foam. The correlation between the foam recession depth and the foam
density, as compiled from a series of tests, is expressed by the relation:
y = -0.94581-11.64x log 0 (x)
where y = the recession depth, cm
x = foam density (g/cm 3)
Based on this correlation, the recession depth expected for the nominal 15 pcf density foam used
in the packaging is estimated to be 2.5 inches. The loss of foam could increase to a depth of
approximately 2.8 inches for foam fabricated at the low end of the density tolerance (i.e., 12.75
pcO.
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It should be noted that these results assume that the foam is enclosed within a steel shell with
surface openings that are approximately 0.3 ft 2 or smaller. The presence of the steel enclosure
helps shield the foam from the heat flux of a HAC fire event and helps contain the foam char that
is generated. The same is true if a layer of 0.25" thick Lytherm paper is placed between the foam
and the steel enclosure. Proprietary test results with and without a layer of Lytherm paper
indicates that the foam loss for 8 pcf foam was reduced by approximately 11%.
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T80/T780 drawer are shown in Figure 5.3-7 and are determined by physically cutting a drawer in
half and measuring the dimensions. The MCNP model geometry of the T80/T780 is consistent
with this figure.
The T80 and T780 drawers are dimensionally identical. Like the large source drawer, they are
21.5-in long and 2.5-in in diameter. In the center is a 1.1-in diameter cross-drilled hole that
acceptsa source capsule. The drawers are made of brass with a wall thickness of 0.2-in and a
stainless steel end thickness of 0.8-in. For the T80 drawer, the shielding on each side of the
source is 9.2-in of lead. For the T780 drawer, the shielding may be either lead, tungsten, or
depleted uranium, although this shielding is conservatively modeled as lead in MCNP.

5.3.2

Material Properties

Type 304 stainless steel with a density of 7.94 g/cm 3 is used for the 435-B shell, LTSS structural
members, LD structure, and NLM 52 capsules. The Type 304 composition is provided in Table
5.3-7 and is obtained from the SCALE6 User's Manual [3].
Tungsten with a density of 17 g/cm 3 is used as a shield material in the LD. It is modeled as pure.
Lead with a density of 11.35 g/cm 3 is used as a shield material in the LTSS. It is modeled as
pure.
Polyurethane foam with a density of 14 pounds per cubic foot (pcf) (0.224 g/cm 3) is modeled in
the lower assembly of the 435-B. This bounds the actual density of 15 pcf. The foam
composition utilized is provided in Table 5.3-8.
Aluminum with a density of 2.7 g/cm 3 is used in the 435-B internal impact limiter plates that
form the top and bottom of the 435-B cavity. It is modeled as pure.
The T80 and T780 source drawers have the same dimensions. The T80 uses lead, while the
T780 may use lead, tungsten, or depleted uranium. Since the density of tungsten (17 g/cm 3) and
of depleted uranium (18.95 g/cm 3) are greater than the density of lead (11.35 g/cm 3), lead is
conservatively used in the analysis. The T80/T780 drawer tube is modeled as brass with a
density of 8.07 g/cm 3, and the composition of brass is provided in Table 5.3-9 [7].
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5.4.5

LTSS Loading Methodology

The following is a concise summary of how to apply the results of this shielding evaulation when
loading an LTSS. There are two allowable contents for the LTSS. Content I utilizes the
T80/T780 source drawer and a Co-60 source. Content 2 utilizes the standard source drawer and
the nuclides listed in Table 5.4-2. This summary is also provided in Chapter 7.0, Package
Operations.
Limits for Content 1: The T80/T780 source drawer may contain up to the Table 5.4-2 limit of
Co-60 (i.e., 12,970 Ci) in one to four drawers in any distribution. T80/T780 source drawers
(Content 1) may not be mixed with large source drawers (Content 2) within the LTSS. Any of
the four recesses in the LTSS that is not loaded with a T80/T780 drawer must be loaded with a
shield drawer.
Limits for Content 2: There are seven steps in qualifying Content 2 for the LTSS.
1. Basic Radionuclide Limits. Verify that the total activity of each isotope to be transported in
the LTSS does not exceed the basic radionuclide limits given in Table 5.4-2 or the limits
specified in the special form capsule certificate, ZA/NLM52/S, or other special form
capsules, if used.
2. Fissile Mass Limit. Verify that the total fissile mass within the LTSS does not exceed 15g.
The fissile mass is equal to:
Fissile mass (g) = A + 0.2 x B + 0.001 x C

where:
A equals the total grams of plutonium in all Pu-239 sources
B equals the total grams of plutonium in all Pu-238 sources
C equals the curies of americium in all Am-241 sources
3. Plutonium By Air Exclusion. NO PLUTONIUM OR AMERICIUM SOURCES ARE
PERMITTED FOR SHIPMENT OF THE 435-B BY AIR.
4. Decay Heat Limit. Verify that the total heat load is less than or equal to 200 watts. If only a
single isotope is to be shipped in the LTSS, this is ensured by step I above. If multiple
isotopes are to be transported, the total watts shall be calculated by multiplying the activity of
each isotope by the heat generation rate found in Table 5.4-3.
5. Physical Form Restrictions. Verify that the source physical form and isotope comply with
the requirements delineated in Table 5.4-4.
6. Drawer Configuration Restrictions. Verify that the drawer configuration to be transported
is allowed per Table 5.4-5. NOTE: Any recesses in the LTSS that are not needed to carry
sources must be given a shield drawer.
7. Dose Rate Limits. Verify the selected loading does not violate the dose rate limits using the
following equation:
Aw

_<1

(< 0.3 for commercial aircraft transport)

where:
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Si is the activity of each source in Ci (g Pu for Pu sources)
Ai is the appropriate value from Table 5.4-6 for each drawer for the configuration
used (A - E, AB, BC, BD)

NOTE: ONLY ONE NUCLIDE TYPE MAY BE PLACED IN A SINGLE CAPSULE.
Examples are provided below.
Example 1:
Recess 1: LD-74
Recess 2: LD-74
Recess 3: LD-74
Recess 4: LD-74
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

with
with
with
with

7,000
5,000
2,000
3,000

Ci Cs-137, point source
Ci Cs-137, point source
Ci Co-60, point source
Ci Co-60, point source

1: The total Cs-137 (12,000 Ci) and Co-60 (5,000 Ci) are less than the limits in Table 5.4-2.
2: No plutonium or americium, does not apply.
3: No plutonium or americium, air transport allowed.
4: The total power is 138 watts < 200 watts based on Table 5.4-3.
5: Physical form restrictions in Table 5.4-4 are met.
6: The drawer configuration is consistent with Configuration A in Table 5.4-5.
7: Table 5.4-6 Configuration A limits apply. The sum of fractions = 0.15 < 1.0.

Therefore, this shipment is allowed by air (including commercial aircraft), land, or sea transport.
Example 2:
Recess 1: LD- 150 with two NLM52-74 capsules. The first capsule has 1,000 Ci Co-60 and the
second capsule has 1,000 Ci Sr-90
Recess 2: LD-150 with 5,000 Ci Cs-137, line source
Recess 3: LD-150 with 2,000 Ci Co-60, point source
Recess 4: LD-150 with 2 Ci AmBe
Step 1: The total Cs-137 (5,000 Ci), Co-60 (3,000 Ci), Sr-90 (1,000 Ci) and AmBe (2 Ci) are less
than or equal to the limits in Table 5.4-2.
Step 2: Fissile mass = 0.001*2 = 0.002 g < 15 g.

Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Contains americium, air transport not allowed.
The total power is 78 watts _<200 watts based on Table 5.4-3.
Physical form restrictions in Table 5.4-4 are met.
The drawer configuration is consistent with Configuration B in Table 5.4-5.
Table 5.4-6 Configuration B limits apply. The sum of fractions = 0.83 < 1.0.

Therefore, this shipment is allowed by land or water transport.
Example 3:
Recess 1: LD-74
Recess 2: LD-74
Recess 3: LD-74
Recess 4: LD-74

with
with
with
with

15 g Pu in a Pu-23802 source
15 g Pu in a Pu-2380 2 source
2 g Pu in a Pu-23902 source
2 g Pu in a Pu-239Be source
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Step 1: The total Pu in the Pu-238 source (30 g) and total Pu in the Pu-239 source (4 g) are less
than the limits in Table 5.4-2.
Step 2: The total fissile material in the package is 30 g*0.2 + 4 g = 10 g < 15 g.
Step 3: Due to the presence of plutonium, air transport is not permitted.
Step 4: The total power is 17 watts < 200 watts based on Table 5.4-3.
Step 5: Physical form restrictions in Table 5.4-4 are met.
Step 6: The drawer configuration is consistent with Configuration A in Table 5.4-5.
Step 7: Table 5.4-6 Configuration A limits apply. The sum of fractions = 0.04 < 1.0.
Therefore, this shipment is allowed by land or water transport.
Example 4:
Recess 1: LD-74 with 14,000 Ci Cs-137 point source
Recess 2: LD-150 with 5,000 Ci Co-60 line source
Recess 3: LD-150 with 1 Ci RaBe source
Recess 4: LD-150 with 2 Ci AmBe source
Step 1: The totals for each isotope are less than or equal to the limits in Table 5.4-2.
Step 2: Fissile mass = 0.001 *2 = 0.002 g < 15 g.

Step 3: Contains americium, air transport not allowed.
Step 4: The total power is 148 watts < 200 watts based on Table 5.4-3.
Step 5: Physical form restrictions in Table 5.4-4 are met.
Step 6: The drawer configuration is consistent with Configuration AB in Table 5.4-5.
Step 7: Table 5.4-6 Configuration AB limits apply. The sum of fractions = 1.5 > 1.0. Therefore,
this shipment is not allowed.
This shipment is not allowed due to violation of the dose rate limit (Step 7).
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As shown in Section 2.7.1.6, StructuralEvaluation of the Shielded Devices, the devices are
damaged under HAC, the sources remain secure in the shielded position, and that lead melt
lead displacement does not occur. Therefore, the devices are modeled as undamaged in the
models. Prior to transport, each device will be surveyed. Only devices with a surface dose
of 200 mrem/hr, or less, and a dose rate at a distance of one meter from the surface of 10
mrem/hr, or less, will be transported.

not
or
HAC
rate

5.5.3.3.2 Material Properties
Stainless steel 304 with a density of 7.94 g/cm 3 is modeled for the 435-B shell and device
structural members. The stainless steel composition is provided in Section 5.3.2, Material
Properties. Carbon steel items, such as the GC-3000 and GC-40 shells, are modeled as stainless
steel for convenience. This has no effect on the results.
Lead with a density of 11.35 g/cm 3 is modeled as a shield material in the GC-3000 and GC-40.
It is modeled as pure.
Polyurethane foam with a density of 14 pounds per cubic foot (pcf) (0.224 g/cm 3) is modeled in
the lower assembly of the 435-B. This bounds the actual density of 15 pcf. The foam
composition is provided in Section 5.3.2, Material Properties.
Aluminum with a density of 2.7 g/cm 3 is modeled in the 435-B internal impact limiter plates that
form the top and bottom of the 435-B cavity. It is modeled as pure.
The cladding and ends of the GC-40 drawer is modeled as brass with a density of 8.07 g/cm 3 .
The brass composition is provided in Section 5.3.2, Material Properties.
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2. Remove the vent port insulation cylinder and seal test port insulation cylinder from the vent
port and seal test port access tubes, respectively.
3. Remove the 24, 1-1/4-7UNC socket head cap screws from the bell flange. The bolt heads
feature holes that may be used with wire hooks to lift the bolts out of the tubes.
4. Using the lift point at the top, remove the bell.
5. Prepare a shielded device for transport per the procedural steps in Section 7.1.2.2.1, Preparing
Group 1 Devicesfor Transport, or Section 7.1.2.2.2, PreparingGroup 3 Devicesfor
Transport.
6. Remove the six, 1-8UNC bolts holding the lid to the IC, and remove the lid using the three,
'/2-13UNC lifting holes located near the perimeter of the lid top surface.
7. Load the shielded device into the IC.
a. Prepare the blocking/dunnage. Dunnage shall be structural metal such as aluminum,
stainless steel, or carbon steel in a welded or bolted configuration, or it may be made
from blocks of Series FR3700 polyurethane foam, manufactured by General Plastics
Manufacturing Company, Tacoma, WA. Polyurethane foam dunnage shall be rigid,
closed-cell, and have a decomposition temperature greater than or equal to 435 'F. The
total weight of all dunnage material must be less than or equal to 500 lb.
b. Ensure that the cavity of the IC is clean and dry and free of foreign material. Protect
from entry of precipitation.
c.

Place the lower dunnage, as needed, into the bottom of the IC.

d. Place the shielded device into the IC with its axis vertical.
i. The dunnage shall be configured to locate the axis of the device approximately
along the axis of the IC.
ii. The CG of the device (alternately, the center of the device) must be placed at or
below the mid-height of the IC (i.e., no more than 26.5 inches from the bottom
floor of the IC).
iii. If using polyurethane foam as dunnage, ensure that at least 50% of the side
axial height of the device is not covered by dunnage material. This restriction
does not apply to metallic dunnage.
e. Place the upper dunnage, as needed, into the IC.
8. Replace the IC lid and install the six, 1-8UNC bolts, flat washers, and nuts, applying a torque
of 170 to 210 ft-lb. Since the bolts are zinc plated, lubrication of the threads is optional.
9. Using the three, ½2-13UNC lifting holes in the IC lid, lift the IC over the package base. Before
passing over the base, ensure that the bottom of the IC is free of loose debris.
10. Using the centering guides located on the lower internal impact limiter, lower the IC into
position on the base. Ensure that the lower surface of the IC is resting flat on the base.
11. Visually inspect both main containment O-ring seals and the mating surfaces on the bell. If
damage is present that is sufficient to impair containment integrity (e.g., cuts, tears, and/or
joint separation in the O-ring, or scratches or dents in the sealing surfaces), replace the seals
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and/or repair the damaged surfaces per Section 8.2.3.2, SealingArea Routine Inspection and
Repair.

12. As an option, remove and sparingly apply vacuum grease to the O-ring seals and/or sealing
surfaces, and reinstall the O-rings into the grooves in the base flange.
13. Remove and visually inspect the vent port and seal test port plugs and associated sealing
washers and mating surfaces on the flange. If damage is present that is sufficient to impair
containment integrity (e.g., cuts, tears, and/or separation of the O-ring from the metal washer,
or scratches or dents in the sealing surfaces), replace the seals and/or repair the damaged
surfaces per Section 8.2.3.2, Sealing Area Routine Inspection and Repair.

14. Reinstall the vent port and seal test port plugs and sealing washers. Do not tighten at this
time.
15. If not already present, install seal surface protector(s) on the bell, and optionally, install seal
protector(s) on the base.
16. Verify that no foreign material has entered the packaging cavity during loading.
17. Lower the bell over the IC. When the bell bottom edge is several inches below the IC top,
remove the bell seal surface protector(s) and base seal protector(s), if used. Continue to
lower the bell into position on the base, using the alignment marks and the alignment pins.
Before losing sight of the base O-ring seals, visually determine that no debris is present on
the O-ring seals.
18. Coat closure bolt threads and washer surfaces with a low-halogen, nickel based nuclear grade
lubricant prior to assembly. Re-coating is not required if an adequate coat exists. Install the
24 closure bolts, and using a crossing pattern, tighten to 270 - 330 ft-lb torque.
19. Preshipment leakage rate testing of the main containment O-ring seal and vent port sealing
washer shall be performed according to the following criteria:
a. If the main containment (upper) O-ring seal has been replaced or the corresponding
sealing surface repaired, or if the vent port plug or sealing washer has been replaced or
the mating sealing surface repaired, the leakage rate tests shall be performed according to
Section 8.2.2, Maintenance/PeriodicLeakage Rate Tests.

b. If the criteria of step (a) above do not apply, as an option, preshipment leakage rate
testing may be performed according to Section 7.4, PreshipmentLeakage Rate Test.
20. After preshipment leakage rate testing is complete and associated equipment has been
removed, ensure that the vent port plug and seal test port plug are tightened to 48 - 60 in-lb
torque.

21. Install a port insulation cylinder in the vent port access tube and in the seal test port access
tube. Note that both cylinders are identical.
22. Install the two halves of the rain shield using 5 each, 1/2-13UNC bolts, tightened to 22 - 28
ft-lb torque. Optionally, a weather seal may be used with the rain shield, or nuclear-grade duct
tape may be used to cover the rain shield or tube sheet-to-impact limiterjoints.
23. Install tamper-indicating lockwire in two adjacent rain shield bolts. Both bolts must be
located on the same rain shield half.
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7.1.2.2.1 Preparing Group 1 Devices for Transport

1. Identify the shielded device and ensure that the model number matches one of the model
numbers listed under Group 1 in Table 1.2-2.
2. Remove all components that are not necessary to the shielding function or to the source
retention function, such as stands, cabinets, enclosures, electrical hardware, motors, or any
other auxiliary or unnecessary equipment. Remove the auxiliary (external) shield component
from the GC-3000. Lifting loops may be left intact.
3. The maximum weight of the device must be less than or equal to 3,500 lb.
4. The rotating sample chamber (aka the rotor) must be mechanically fixed in position with the
sample chamber facing outward.
5. Inspect the device for damage to the body assembly and to structural components that contain
the lead shielding or retain the source in a safe position. Visually inspect the weld that
retains the shield plug. Any cracks, voids, damage, corrosion that is significantly deeper than
the surface, or other defects that could significantly reduce the structural or shielding
integrity of the device disqualifies the device for transport.
6. Perform a radiation survey of the entire device surface. The dose rate must be less than 200
mrem!hr on the surface and less than 10 mrem/hr at a distance of one meter from the surface.
Failure to meet this requirement disqualifies the device for transport.
7. The Group 1 device is now ready for placement in the inner container.
7.1.2.2.2 Preparing Group 3 Devices for Transport
I. The only Group 3 device defined and eligible for transport in the 435-B is the Gammacell-40,
also known as the Exactor, or as the GC-40.
2. Remove all components that are not necessary to the shielding function or to the source
retention function, such as stands, cabinets, enclosures, electrical hardware, motors, or any
other auxiliary or unnecessary equipment.
3. The maximum weight must be less than or equal to 3,500 lb.
4. A fully configured GC-40 contains two separate shielded devices, the upper head and the
lower head. Only one device shall be transported at a time.
To prepare the upper head:
5. Disassemble the upper head from the sample chamber. Inspect the device for damage to the
body assembly and to structural components that contain the lead shielding or retain the
source in a safe position. Any cracks, voids, damage, corrosion that is significantly deeper
than the surface, or other defects that could significantly reduce the structural or shielding
integrity of the device disqualifies the device for transport.
6. The source must be located in the storage position and held in place by a shipping fixture
placed in the drawer opening.
7. A retaining plate must be fastened to each end of the head using four socket head cap screws
meeting the tensile strength requirements of ASTM F837 (stainless steel) or ASTM A574
(alloy steel) or better.
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8. Perform a radiation survey of the entire device surface. The dose rate must be less than 200
mrem/hr on the surface and less than 10 mrem/hr at a distance of one meter from the surface.
Failure to meet this requirement disqualifies the device for transport.
9. The upper head is now ready for placement in the inner container.
To prepare the lower head:
10. Disassemble the sample chamber from the top of the lower head. Remove the lower head
from any base to which it may be attached.
11. Using appropriate equipment, cut off the steel framework which is welded to the lower head.
Leave approximately one to two inches of the plate material still attached. Do not damage
the shell of the head.
12. The maximum weight must be less than or equal to 3,500 lb.
13. Inspect the device for damage to the body assembly and to structural components that contain
the lead shielding or retain the source in a safe position. Any cracks, voids, damage,
corrosion that is significantly deeper than the surface, or other defects that could significantly
reduce the structural or shielding integrity of the device disqualifies the device for transport.
14. The source must be located in the storage position and held in place by a shipping fixture
placed in the drawer opening.
15. A retaining plate must be fastened to each end of the head using four socket head cap screws
meeting the tensile strength requirements of ASTM F837 (stainless steel) or ASTM A574
(alloy steel) or better.
16. Perform a radiation survey of the entire device surface. The dose rate must be less than 200
mrem/hr on the surface and less than 10 mrem/hr at a distance of one meter from the surface.
Failure to meet this requirement disqualifies the device for transport.
17. The lower head is now ready for placement in the inner container.

7.1.3

Preparation of the 435-B Package for Transport

1. Cover the threaded hole in the top of the bell by mechanical means, such as a bolt, per
drawing 1916-01-01-SAR.
2. Place the 435-B package and pallet onto the conveyance.
3. Install the tie-down assembly over the top of the impact limiter, and secure to the
conveyance. Ensure that chocks (horizontal restraints) are properly installed on the
conveyance.
4. Monitor external radiation for the package per the requirements of 49 CFR §173.441 [2].
5. Determine that surface contamination levels for the package is per the requirements of 10
CFR §71.87(i) [1] and 49 CFR §173.443 [2].
6. Determine the transport index for the package per the requirements of 49 CFR §173.403 [2].
7. Complete all necessary shipping papers in accordance with Subpart C of 49 CFR 172 [3].
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8. 435-B package marking shall be in accordance with 10 CFR §71.85(c) [I] and Subpart D of
49 CFR 172 [3]. Package labeling shall be in accordance with Subpart E of 49 CFR 172.
Package placarding shall be in accordance with Subpart F of 49 CFR 172.

7.1.4 Loading and Preparing the LTSS for Transport
The LTSS is loaded and prepared for transport in the 435-B package in three steps: 1) Qualifying
a payload for transport (Section 7.1.4.1), 2) Preparing large source drawers (Section 7.1.4.2), and
3) Loading drawers into the LTSS (Section 7.1.4.3).
7.1.4.1

Qualifying a Payload for Transport

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION
The LTSS may transport two content types: Content I is the T80/T780 source drawer containing
a Co-60 source.
Content 2 (the subject of the following paragraphs) is the large source drawer containing end
shield plugs and a capsule, which, in turn, contains a radioactive source. Content 2 sources must
be placed in capsules for loading into the LTSS. There are five different special form capsules
that may be used, differing only in length: NLM 52-74, NLM 52-150, NLM 52-200,
NLM 52-250, or NLM 52-325, which are 74 mm, 150 mm, 200 mm, 250 mm, and 325 mm long,
respectively. The special form capsule is certified by the South African Competent Authority
under certificate number ZA/NLM52/S. Other special form or non-special form capsules may be
used that have the same length, diameter, and at least as much radiation attenuation as the NLM52 capsule series. The NLM 52 nomenclature is used in the following discussion for
convenience. When loaded with a special form capsule, the large source drawer is designated
accordingly. For example, a large source drawer loaded with a NLM 52-250 special form
capsule is designated the large source drawer 250, or LD-250. With the exception of the LD150, a large source drawer contains a single special form capsule, centered between two equallength tungsten end shield plugs. The LD-150 may contain either a NLM 52-150 or two
NLM 52-74s. The longer the capsule, the shorter the end shield plugs. The end shield plugs
nominally fill the space not taken by the special form capsule.
Sources are differentiated into two physical forms: pencil and short cylinder. All pencil sources
are allowed to contain only one of two isotopes: Co-60 or Cs-137. Short cylinder sources may
contain any of the isotopes in Table 7.1-1. The special form capsules must contain only the
isotopes and physical form combinations delineated in Table 7.1-3. Each capsule must contain
only one isotope type, but may contain multiple sources having the same isotope. Any of the
four recesses in the LTSS that is not loaded with a large source drawer must be loaded with a
shield drawer. An empty recess is not permitted.
There are eight configurations of large source drawers that are permitted in the LTSS, depending
on the contents of the drawer and the arrangement of the drawers in the four recesses in the
LTSS. These configurations are designated A, B, C, D, E, AB, BC, and BD. All of the singleletter designations specify a single large source drawer type in each of the four recesses. For
example, configuration C is for an LD-200 in each recess. All of the two-letter designations
specify a certain combination of drawers in the four recesses. For example, configuration BC
specifies an LD-150 in recesses 1 and 2, and an LD-200 in recesses 3 and 4. The configurations
are completely defined in Table 7.1-4. Note that a shield drawer may be substituted for any
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loaded drawer in any of the configurations. Note: a shield drawer is a large source drawer
nominally filled with a tungsten plug.
The following procedure identifies the activity that may be transported in the LTSS and its
distribution among the four recesses in the LTSS. At the conclusion of this process, it will be
established:
a. The configuration of each drawer (LD-xx) in each recess (configurations A - E, AB, BC,
BD)
b. The isotope and form of each source to be placed in each special form capsule (pencil,
short cylinder, Co-60, Cs-137, etc.)
c. The activity in each capsule and the total in the LTSS.
Examples of acceptable source loadings in the LTSS are given in Appendix 7.5. 1, LTSS Loading
Examples.
PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS
Limits for Content 1: The T80/T780 source drawer may contain up to the Table 7.1-1 limit of
Co-60 (i.e., 12,970 Ci) in one to four drawers in any distribution. T80/T780 source drawers
(Content 1) may not be mixed with large source drawers (Content 2) within the LTSS. Any of
the four recesses in the LTSS that is not loaded with a T80/T780 drawer must be loaded with a
shield drawer.
Limits for Content 2: There are seven steps in qualifying Content 2 for the LTSS.
1. Basic Radionuclide Limits. Verify that the total activity of each isotope to be transported in
the LTSS does not exceed the basic radionuclide limits given in Table 7.1-1 or the limits
specified in the special form capsule certificate, ZA/NLM52/S, or other special form
capsules, if used.
2. Fissile Mass Limit. Verify that the total fissile mass within the LTSS does not exceed 15g.
The fissile mass is equal to:
Fissile mass (g) = A + 0.2 x B + 0.001 x C

where:
A equals the total grams of plutonium in all Pu-239 sources
B equals the total grams of plutonium in all Pu-238 sources
C equals the curies of americium in all Am-241 sources
3. Plutonium By Air Exclusion. NO PLUTONIUM OR AMERICIUM SOURCES ARE
PERMITTED FOR SHIPMENT OF THE 435-B BY AIR.
4. Decay Heat Limit. Verify that the total heat load is less than or equal to 200 watts. If only a
single isotope is to be shipped in the LTSS, this is ensured by step I above. If multiple
isotopes are to be transported, the total watts shall be calculated by multiplying the activity of
each isotope by the heat generation rate found in Table 7.1-2.
5. Physical Form Restrictions. Verify that the source physical form and isotope comply with
the requirements delineated in Table 7.1-3.
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6. Drawer Configuration Restrictions. Verify that the drawer configuration to be transported
is allowed per Table 7.1-4. NOTE: Any recesses in the LTSS that are not needed to carry
sources must be given a shield drawer.
7. Dose Rate Limits. Verify the selected loading does not violate the dose rate limits using the
following equation:
Si <1

(5 0.3 for commercial aircraft transport)

j=l Ai

where:
Si is the activity of each source in Ci (g Pu for Pu sources)
Ai is the appropriate value from Table 7.1-5 for each drawer for the configuration
used (A - E, AB, BC, BD)
NOTE: ONLY ONE NUCLIDE TYPE MAY BE PLACED IN A SINGLE CAPSULE.
7.1.4.2 Preparing Large Source Drawers
Large source drawers shall be prepared for loading as follows. Operations shall take place in a
hot cell or equivalent, consistent with site ALARA rules.
1. The capsule to be placed into the large source drawer must be either the NLM 52 special
form capsule or another special form or non-special form capsule that has the same length,
diameter, and at least as much radiation attenuation as the NLM-52 capsule series. Verify
that the capsule has been closed and prepared for shipping in accordance with a written
procedure.
2. Verify that only source material that conforms to all of the limits, restrictions, and controls
specified in Section 7.1.4.1, Qualifying a Payloadfor Transport,have been placed into the
capsule.
3. Place the special form capsule into a large source drawer. The special form capsule shall be
centrally located between two tungsten shield plugs. The tungsten end shield plug lengths
shall be utilized according to Table 7.1-3. Note: when using two NLM 52-74s in lieu of one
NLM 52-150, use the end shield plugs for the NLM 52-150.
4. Thread in the end cap of the large source drawer until fully seated and secure with a set
screw. The large source drawer is now designated a LD-xx, where xx corresponds to the
length of the special form capsule that was placed inside, e.g., LD-250.
5. Alternately, the end cap of the large source drawer may be threaded in and secured after the
drawer body has been placed into the LTSS.
6. Proceed to Section 7.1.4.3, Loading Drawersinto the LTSS.
7.1.4.3

Loading Drawers into the LTSS

The LTSS may be loaded either inside a hot cell, mated to the outside of a hot cell, mated to
another LTSS, or mated to a shielded device containing a loaded drawer(s). The order of the
steps below may be altered in accordance with site safety requirements.
1. Prepare the LTSS to receive a source drawer by opening the end doors and removing the
security plates.
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2. Place the LTSS in a hot cell. Alternately, mate it to a hot cell, to another LTSS, or to another
device containing a loaded drawer.
3. Rotate the barrel to place a recess in the load/unload position.
4. Place a loaded drawer (LD-xx or T80/T780 drawer) into the recess in the LTSS.
a. The contents of the drawer must be in accordance with Section 7.1.4.1, Qualifying
a Payloadfor Transport,and the drawer must be prepared in accordance with
Section 7.1.4.2, PreparingLarge Source Drawers.
b. Do not mix LD-xx drawers with T80/T780 drawers.
c. If not already done, thread in the drawer end cap and secure with a set screw.
5. Rotate the barrel to the next recess and repeat with the next drawer or shield drawer.
6. Repeat until all the cavities of the LTSS are filled with either loaded drawers or shield
drawers.
7. Separate the LTSS from any other equipment, if mated.
8. Install security plates on each end of the LTSS.
9. Close the end doors and fasten to the LTSS with eight, M16 socket head cap screws,
tightened to 60 - 70 N-m (44 - 52 ft-lb) as shown in Figure 7.1-1.

TIGHTEN TO 60-70 N-rn
(44-52 ft-lb)
8X EACH END

Figure 7.1-1 - Tightening Torque of LTSS End Door Fasteners
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7.5
7.5.1

LTSS Loading Examples

Example 1:
Recess 1: LD-74
Recess 2: LD-74
Recess 3: LD-74
Recess 4: LD-74
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Appendix

with
with
with
with

7,000
5,000
2,000
3,000

Ci
Ci
Ci
Ci

Cs-137, point source
Cs-137, point source
Co-60, point source
Co-60, point source

The total Cs-137 (12,000 Ci) and Co-60 (5,000 Ci) are less than the limits in Table 7.1-1.
No plutonium or americium, does not apply.
No plutonium or americium, air transport allowed.
The total power is 138 watts < 200 watts based on Table 7.1-2.
Physical form restrictions in Table 7.1-3 are met.
The drawer configuration is consistent with Configuration A in Table 7.1-4.
Table 7.1-5 Configuration A limits apply. The sum of fractions = 0.15 < 1.0.

Therefore, this shipment is allowed by air (including commercial aircraft), land, or sea transport.
Example 2:
Recess 1: LD- 150 with two NLM52-74 capsules. The first capsule has 1,000 Ci Co-60 and the
second capsule has 1,000 Ci Sr-90
Recess 2: LD-150 with 5,000 Ci Cs-137, line source
Recess 3: LD-150 with 2,000 Ci Co-60, point source
Recess 4: LD-150 with 2 Ci AmBe
Step 1:
than or
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:

The total Cs-137 (5,000 Ci), Co-60 (3,000 Ci), Sr-90 (1,000 Ci) and AmBe (2 Ci) are less
equal to the limits in Table 7.1-1.
Fissile mass = 0.001 *2 = 0.002 g < 15 g.
Contains americium, air transport not allowed.
The total power is 78 watts < 200 watts based on Table 7.1-2.
Physical form restrictions in Table 7.1-3 are met.
The drawer configuration is consistent with Configuration B in Table 7.1-4.
Table 7.1-5 Configuration B limits apply. The sum of fractions = 0.83 < 1.0.

Therefore, this shipment is allowed by land or sea transport.
Example 3:
Recess 1: LD-74
Recess 2: LD-74
Recess 3: LD-74
Recess 4: LD-74

with
with
with
with

15 g Pu in a Pu-23802 source
15 g Pu in a Pu-23802 source
2 g Pu in a Pu-2390 2 source
2 g Pu in a Pu-239Be source

Step 1: The total Pu in the Pu-238 source (30 g) and total Pu in the Pu-239 source (4 g) are less
than the limits in Table 7.1-1.
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Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

2: The total fissile material in the package is 30 g*0.2 + 4 g = 10 g < 15 g.
3: Due to the presence of plutonium sources, air transport is not permitted.
4: The total power is 17 watts < 200 watts based on Table 7.1-2.
5: Physical form restrictions in Table 7.1-3 are met.
6: The drawer configuration is consistent with Configuration A in Table 7.1-4.
7: Table 7.1-5 Configuration A limits apply. The sum of fractions = 0.04 < 1.0.

Therefore, this shipment is allowed by land or sea transport.
Example 4:
Recess 1: LD-74 with 14,000 Ci Cs-137 point source
Recess 2: LD-150 with 5,000 Ci Co-60 line source
Recess 3: LD-150 with I Ci RaBe source
Recess 4: LD-150 with 2 Ci AmBe source
Step 1: The totals for each isotope are less than or equal to the limits in Table 7.1-1.
Step 2: Fissile mass = 0.001*2 = 0.002 g < 15 g.
Step 3: Contains americium, air transport not allowed.
Step 4: The total power is 148 watts < 200 watts based on Table 7.1-2.
Step 5: Physical form restrictions in Table 7.1-3 are met.
Step 6: The drawer configuration is consistent with Configuration AB in Table 7.1-4.
Step 7: Table 7.1-5 Configuration AB limits apply. The sum of fractions = 1.5 > 1.0. Therefore,
this shipment is not allowed.
This shipment is not allowed due to violation of the dose rate limit (Step 7).

7.5.2
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8.0 ACCEPTANCE TESTS AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
This section describes the acceptance tests and the maintenance program that shall be used on the
435-B package in compliance with Subpart G of 10 CFR 71 [1].

8.1

Acceptance Tests

Per the requirements of 10 CFR §71.85, this section discusses the inspections and tests to be
performed prior to first use of the 435-B packaging. Successful completion of these tests will
ensure that the requirements of 10 CFR §71.85(a) have been met. Acceptance criteria for all
inspections and tests are found either on the drawings in Appendix 1.3.3, PackagingGeneral
Arrangement Drmaings,or in the sections that follow. Deviations from requirements will be
recorded and dispositioned in accordance with the cognizant quality assurance program.

8.1.1

Visual Inspection and Measurements

Each 435-B packaging will be visually inspected and measured to ensure that all of the requirements
delineated on the drawings in Appendix 1.3.3, PackagingGeneralArrangementDraw'ings,are

satisfied. This includes but is not limited to such items as materials, physical arrangement of
components, quantities, dimensions, welds, and measurements.

8.1.2

Weld Examinations

The locations, types, and sizes of all welds will be identified and recorded to ensure compliance with
the drawings in Appendix 1.3.3, PackagingGeneralArrangement Dramings. All welds are subject

to visual examination per AWS D1.6 [2] or AWS D1.2 for aluminum [18]. All containment
boundary welds (those joining the torispherical heads, cylindrical shell, and flanges, including
the bell lifting boss and any axial joints) are examined by radiographic inspection in accordance
with the ASME Code, Subsection NB, Article NB-5000, and Section V, Article 2 [3]. Containment
boundary welds associated with the vent port and all welds subject to radiographic inspection are
liquid penetrant inspected on the final pass in accordance with the ASME Code, Subsection NB,
Article NB-5000, and Section V, Article 6 [4]. All other welds on the 435-B package, except seal
welds, are liquid penetrant inspected on the final pass in accordance with the ASME Code,
Subsection NF, Article NF-5000, and Section V., Article 6 [5].

8.1.3

Structural and Pressure Tests

8.1.3.1

Lifting Device Load Testing

The 435-B package is lifted and handled using a pallet, and thus does not contain any lifting
devices that require load testing.
8.1.3.2

Containment Boundary Pressure Testing

Since the MNOP equals 5 psig, no pressure test is required by 10 CFR 71.85(b). The 435-B
package containment boundary is pressure tested to 125% of the design pressure of 25 psig per
the requirements of ASME Code, Subsection NB, Article NB-6220 [6], or a test pressure of
31.25 psig.
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